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Bowling Green, Ohio

New fraternity chapter
colonizes at University

"Wet's" up?

Two national members of Kap- Carlin said they are trying to
pa Alpha have been on campus bring back ideals such as opening
during the past week, meeting a door for a woman, not because
A new chapter of Kappa Alpha with different groups, including she cannot do it herself, but out
Order is being formed to offer in- many sororities, to get names of of respect for her.
He also said they are looking
terested men the opportunity to men who would be good candigain leadership skills and leave a dates for the chapter and con- for men who have a good attitude
and a focus on academics.
legacy at the University.
tacting them.
Stephen Car"Academics are why students
Kappa Alpha Order, which was
lin, educational
founded in 1865 at Washington are in college," Carlin said. "We
and leadership
College, now has 131 chapters want to enhance that, not detract
nationally, including one other from it."
consultant for
chapter in Ohio at Miami Univer- Gray also said this new organiKappa Alpha,
said the group
zation will be a good opportunity
sity.
The men who started Kappa for some men at the University.
chose to come
Alpha modeled Robert E. Lee, "This is a great opportunity for
to the Universiwho was president of the college some men who want the fraterty because of
at the time, and thought he was nity experience, but do not feel
its strong
the epitome of a gentleman. Kap- comfortable joining one that is
Greek system.
"Bowling
pa Alpha is often called the already in existence," she said.
Green has a strong Greek gentleman's fraternity, Carlin "Being able to start a new chapsystem," he said. "We wanted to said.
ter will reach out and attract a
"The men who started Kappa new group of people."
find a Greek system that would
be conducive to a new chapter Alpha emulated Lee and wanted Carlin said their goal is to have
the ideals he stood for, such as a provisional chapter of Kappa
and supportive of it."
Last year, members of Kappa chivalry and honor, passed Alpha Order set up by the time
Alpha Order met with Greek Af- down," he said. "We are looking they leave the University in early
fairs and the Interfraternity for men to join with those October.
Council to propose the idea of ideals,"
By being on a provisional statCarlin also said they are look- us, the chapter would have varcoming to the University.
Jamie Gray, coordinator of ing for perspective members ious goals they must reach benew chapter development for who follow those ideals in their fore getting a charter to become
Greek Affairs, said the national daily lives.
an initiated chapter.
members expressed interest in "We are looking for individuals
Kappa Alpha Order has 5,000
with
certain
characteristics
and
starting a chapter at the Univeractive college members and
sity, which was then voted on by traits that have already been in- 89.000 alumni.
For more information on Kapstilled in them," he said. "We are
IFC.
"IFC voted to allow Kappa Al- not trying to mold people, but en- pa Alpha Order, contact Steve
pha Order to colonize on campus hance the qualities they already Carlin or Dave Denham at
372-4664 before Oct. 10.
possess."
this fall," she said.
Genell Pavelich
The BC News
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The start and hall council at MacDonald West participate in a dunking booth Thursday afternoon in
the Union Oval. They were trying to raise money for the Red Cross's bone marrow drive on Oct. 4.

Leaders sign peace accord
Israeli military occupation of West Bank will end
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - In another
milestone toward peace, Israeli
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin
and PLO chief Yasser Arafat
signed a historic agreement
Thursday ending Israel's military occupation of West Bank cities and laying the foundation for
a Palestinian state.
"We want you as good neighbors," the gravelly voiced Rabin
told Arafat, his onetime blood
enemy.
"Enough killing and enough
killing- of innocent people," Arafat declared to loud applause.
Under the glittering chandeliers of the East Room, President
Clinton presided over two hours
of speeches and pageantry before an audience of 200 diplomats, foreign ministers, Cabinet
secretaries and members of
Congress. Egyptian President
Hosni Mubarak and Jordan's
King Hussein joined Clinton as
witnesses to the accord.

Outside, Pennsylvania Avenue
was turned into a parking lot for
nearly two dozen VIP limousines.
"Chapter by chapter, Jews and
Arabs are writing a new chapter
for their ancient lands," Clinton
said. Arafat and Rabin both
called on Syria and Lebanon to
drop their reluctance to join the
peace process.
To worldwide acclaim, Arafat
and Rabin signed a tortuously
negotiated agreement for Israel
to relinquish control of territory
it captured from Jordan in the
1967 Six-Day War.
The agreement outlines in
painstaking detail the step-bystep withdrawal of Israeli forces
and the transfer of governing authority for Palestinian self-rule
in 30 percent of the West Bank,
DWfMllliMPHnta
containing most of its Arab popu- President Clinton gestures toward Israeli Prime Minister Yltzak Ralation. The accord also allows for bin, left, and PLO leader Yasser Arafat after shaking hands in the East
Room of the White House after the Mideast accord signing.
Palestinian elections.
The document - signed on a polished desk that once belonged to and Arafat together for a historic dience. "The sight you see before
you at this moment was impossiAbraham Lincoln - was a follow- handshake of peace.
"Please, take a good, hard ble, was unthinkable just three
up to the 1993 White House
agreement that brought Rabin look," Rabin told the hushed au- years ago."

Representative sentenced to prison
James Webb
The Associated Press

CHICAGO - Rep. Mel Reynolds, his promising political career ruined by his conviction for having sex with a teen-age campaign
worker, was sentenced Thursday to five
years in prison by a judge who told him
bluntly, "You blew it."
"I think of all those things you could have
done for education, for those kids... who will
join gangs because you weren't there to
help," Judge Fred G. Suria told the 43-yearold lawmaker. "...You threw it away."
Before the sentencing, an unrepentant
Reynolds delivered an angry, rambling,
40-minute denunciation of the prosecution

and the media, accusing them of racism.
"When they shackle me, like they shackled
my slave ancestors and take me off to jail,
nobody in this room will see me crawl," the
black congressman said.
Suria sentenced Reynolds to the mandatory minimum four years in prison for criminal sexual assault and ordered him to serve
a concurrent four-yeer term for child pornography.
He also ordered Reynolds to serve an additional year afterward for obstruction of justice.
Suria scoffed at the notion that race
played a role.
"This case is not about race," Suria said.
"This case is not about politics."

Suria refused to grant Reynolds a bond to
stay free while he is appealing his case and
ordered the congressman to go to prison on
Oct. 5. Reynolds has announced his resignation from Congress, effective Oct. 1.
He left the building with his wife after the
sentencing without commenting to reporters.
Reynolds' attorneys said they were
pleased that the sentence was only one year
more than the mandatory minimum.
"I thought it was terrific," attorney Terry
Gillespie said.
Lead prosecutor Andrea Zopp said Reynolds should have gotten a long sentence because he still admits no wrongdoing and
wants to blame everyone el»\

GOP 'clique' may
close goverment
to balance budget
Katherlne Rlzzo
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Two Ohio
freshmen are among a sizeable clique of Republicans on
record as willing to let a lot of
the federal government tempo ra r i 1 y
close in order to get
their way on
a balanced
budget.
The action
by 60 GOP
lawmakers,
including
Ohio's Steve
Chabot and
Steve LaTourette, puts some
muscle behind the threats being made to President Clinton
by House Speaker Newt Gingrich.
Gingrich has threatened to
block a vote on raising the
debt ceiling in mid-November
if Clinton doesn't endorse a
seven-year plan to balance the
budget.
Clinton, who favors a
10-year balanced budget plan,
has said he's not about to cave
in to GOP demands to sign "a
budget that I know will put
people out of nursing homes or
deprive people of the chance
to go to college or children the
chance to be in Head Start or
compromise the environment."
"One thing that should not
be compromised is that the
budget must be balanced in
seven years," LaTourette said
Tuesday. "That's where the

line in the sand should be
drawn."
Chabot said "Now is the
time for us to be determined
and not to flinch.
"It's immoral to continue to
run up a huge debt and hand
the bill over to our children.
That's why it's so important
that we don't blink, that we
don't cave into the president's
pressure."
The government has a $4.9
trillion debt ceiling, beyond
which it cannot borrow unless
Congress increases the level.
Projections indicate that limit
could be reached in midNovember.
A letter to Gingrich initiated
by Rep. Sam Brownback,
R-Kan., declared that he, Chabot, LaTourette and 57 others
will vote against raising the
debt ceiling unless budget and
spending votes remain on
track to eliminate the deficit
by 2002 and those measures
are signed into law by President Clinton.
"If the administration is
unwilling to meet these objectives, we are prepared to vote
against raising the debt ceiling," the letter says.
Without a new debt ceiling,
the government could operate
only essential services.
Chabot said that poses some
risks, "but I think it's far riskier to this country if we fail
to balance the budget."
"There will be some inconveniences to our citizens but
those inconveniences pale in
comparison with living under
this huge debt," he said.
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E.A.R. tothe
Ground...
Okay, next time you're sauntering down Wooster,
check out the sign for HardBodies Gym next to the
old Myles Pizza. The guy on the sign, rumor has it, is
University President Sidney Ribeau. We're not making
this up!
***
This Saturday, students and others are getting
together to help clean up the Portage River at three
points between here and Sandusky. It's one of those "The
more, the merrier" kind of things. It's from 9 a.m. to
noon. To help out, call the Environmental Action Group
office, and they'll point you in the right direction.

***

Last weekend, police and Sheriff's deputies left no
stone unturned in their search for any trace of a missing
woman and her two children, who later turned up in Duluth, Minn. Police Chief Galen Ash was absent from the
elaborate search due to a brief trip, to Virginia. Is it
just E.A.R., or does the big stuff always happen while the
chief is out of town? Hmmm ... Is he the mastermind of
some underworld plot, or is he just such a strongarm of
law enforcement that no criminal will dare try anything
until they know he's out of the picture? It's a mystery.
* **

Some of you may not know it, but an era ended on
Wednesday when Mark Price was traded from the Cleveland Cavaliers to the Washington Bullets.
Price was the last player to go from the late 80's Cavalier teams that seemed to be capable of winning the NBA
championship (Technically Brad Daugherty's still with
them, in reality he left two years ago). The fact that with
the talent they had they never won is just another example of the twisted sense of humor God has when it comes
to Cleveland sports teams.
It would be nice to say the Cavs made a mistake in
trading Price, but in reality it was probably a smart
move. Now they can get on with rebuilding their team,
instead of just barely making the playoffs and losing in
the first round.
Price will be missed though. He was both a great
player and an exemplary human being. You don't see
that much in sports.
* **

Anyone who wants to spend a little time in the sauna
can, of course go to the Recreation Center. But if you
want to work up a good sweat after 11 p.m., you'd be well
advised to go into the Union computer lab.
Don't get us wrong, it's nice to have labs open all night.
But isn't there anyway to make that lab a little less humid?
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Do you ever feel like the guy
who sits down on the toilet seat of
life only to later discover that
he's out of toilet paper?
You only have a couple of options: You can sit there and wait
for someone to come along and
save you. But that could take forever.
You can just grin and bear it.
Or as my grandmother called it,
"The no paper on the roll, walk
with a little more soul" method.
Or you can get crazy and
waddle your ass out into the hall
trying to make the best of it.
This past August, I felt trapped
on life's toilet. Everything
seemed so dull. It seemed like I
should be doing something more
with my life.
So I was ready to waddle and
get a little loopy.
I was gonna to make a collect
call and dial zero! I was gonna
order that spray-on hair to correct my nipple bare-ness. I wanted to call Krogers and declare
my family missing. In short, I
felt like drowning my sorrows in
BG tap water, until I saw Elvis.
Ladies and gentlemen, I was
out of control. Then opportunity
struck in the form of an elderly
hitchhiker.
One hazy mid-August day, enroute to Bowling Green an elderly man appeared on the side of
the road holding a bag in one
hand and a thumb in the other.
Wearing a plain red mesh old guy
ball cap, a green old guy button
down shirt, brown polyester old
guy slacks, and an old guy smell,
this old guy enticed his way into
my car.
Yes, this was wackiness
smacking me in the face like an
angry OJ. And with less risk
| than a speedy finish to Thurstin

Avenue. After all, if this hitchhiking senior citizen kicked my
ass and took my stuff then I figure it's pretty much my fault for
not hitting the weights earlier.
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So I pulled my cherry red Ford
Escort to the side of the road
with all the skill and grace of a
well defensed Kennedy-Smith.
Except that Kennedy's don't allow strangers in their cars anymore. But, no matter.
"Where ya going?" I asked.
"Just over to Upper," he replied, referring to Upper Sandusky and sounding like a line
from Airplane.
After I cleaned my passenger
seat and unlocked my door, the
hitcher climbed in.
And for an instant I felt the
morning-after awkwardness of
two people seemingly thrust into
a situation where they have absolutely no idea what to say to each
other. Usually, the morning after

starts with something like this,
"Did we? And did I? And you
are?" Our beginning conversation sounded much like two shy
shackers.
"Where are?" I asked.
"I'm from Carlton, W.Va. Lived
there all my life. Been on the
road for the past two weeks," he
said, his two teeth see-sawing
periously close to one another.
His teeth were the color of coffee. With cream.
"Name's George Wilson, I'm 76
years old, and the last five years
haven't been so lucky for me," he
said.
"Me neither, George, why just
yesterday I found out that Macaulay Culkin gets laid more than
I do," I said, trying to identify.
"Back in '89 the steel plant I'd
been working at for the the past
40 years closed down. Then in "90
my wife got cancer and held on in
the hospital until she drained all
my money," George replied, spittle spraying from his gums.
"And it's not even that Jackson
guy," I said still holding to the
hope that "Home Alone" would
provide a bond.
"Tried to get a job driving a
taxi, but I couldn't make any
money at it. Social security only
pays $300 a month and last month
I had a diabetic attack and had to
go in the hospital. They took the
apartment and left me on the
street. Building a mall where the
steel mill used to be," George
said.
Fun guy this George was turning out to be. But he has a point.
People who work their whole
lives shouldn't have to live on the
street.
"Where you headed, George?"
I asked.
"Heading out to Indiana. I've

-weilotiand.

got some cousins over there. Try
and get back on my feet, get a
job," he replied. "No one wants to
hire a 76-year-old man."
"Try Walmart, they always
seem to be hiring for those positions," I tried.
George turned to me with his
watery blue eyes and said, "It's
good to be young."
And he's right, it's great to be
young.
"Joe," he said. "Take advantage of the time you have now.
Look around, because you won't
ever have more opportunities
than you do right now. Take it
from me: Spend the time to find
out what's really important to
you and then go for it."
Later down the road, George
got out of my car and headed
down the road. I asked him if he
needed anything, and he said,
"No, I'll be all right."
Kind of put things in perspective for me. The next time the
Bursar's office doesn't send my
validation sticker, the Star
System closes me out, or I bomb
a big test, I'll just smile.
I'll smile becuase I'm in college.
I'll smile because I've got my
whole life ahead of me.
And I'll smile because I have
all my teeth.
Joe Peiffer is the Friday columnist for The News. Questions,
comments and concerns can be
sent to jpeiffe@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
He would like to thank Kim for
the toothbrush and chicken
wings.
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University a disappointment
Despite countless Pre-Reg testimonials to the contrary, it's
quite easy to feel like "just a
number," especially in a University of more than 17,000 students.
One of my professors needs a
microphone to reach the back of
the class. Another one urges us to
write our respective social security numbers on tests - "Or else I
won't know who you are," he
claims.
I only have two large lecture
classes, and I know some freshmen ~ excuse me, first-year students - have several classes in
the labyrinth that is Olscamp
Hall. Upperclassmen may tell us
to "just live through it, because
everyone had to go through the
same thing." I find this to be
faulty reasoning.
The irony here is that Bowling
Green is not especially noted for
large class sizes. We're not on the
order of Ohio State, for example.
That BG is actually pretty good
in this respect signifies something important about our educational system - something that
isnt quite right.
Rarely, if ever, does the purpose of a 100-level course have
anything to do with learning.
Usually, the purpose of these
courses is to "fulfill requirements" or to "weed out" supposed lmposters. Emphasis is
placed on rote memorization, not
true learning, thinking and evaluating. Suitable for a trained
parrot perhaps, but Insulting to
the intelligence of a University
student.
Large classes and rote memory
are not the only things causing

my recurring nightmares Involving a sanitation worker running
me over and stealing my ID card
- things like our dining hall, for
instance. In Harshman Quad,
along with other places, the dining hall is open for dinner from
4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. Anyone who
doesnt happen to get hungry
during this two-hour window of
opportunity is forced to look
elsewhere for nourishment.

Guest Columnist

Mike
Y^endling
Over the summer, it was considered a miracle if my mother
managed to slap a microwaved
casserole on the table before 9
p.m. I can't even ima^-ne eating
at 4:30 p.m.
Would it be any great effort for
the University to extend this
time by an hour or two? At worst,
the school would be saddled with
the enormous'cost of paying a
dozen minimum wage workers
for an additional hour or so. At
best, more students would be inclined to eat in the dining halls
rather than seek comfort under
the Golden Arches.
Orientation is another element
of the numbers game. Instead of
playing "The Name Game" with
group 34A, how about giving
freshmen some basic, useful information: where to eat, do laun-

dry and meet members of the opposite sex.
The most valuable resource I
have discovered is the "green
book." I think its title is "Where
to find stuff in BG" or something
like that. I found it on the back
corner of a remote table, and
picked it up purely by chance.
The entire Orientation process
could be accomplished in one
day. As it stands now, anyone attending any event scheduled for
the second day - yes, I've met
people who actually did it should be given an automatic
4.0. All new students really need
is the aforementioned basic info,
along with a few necessary
items.
The money saved by scaling
back the Orientation program
could be used to supply students
with soap, condoms, and a box of
cereal. If the president really
wanted to increase enrollment,
he could even include a six-pack
of beer.
Another change that should be
implemented is the end of the
"traveling RA" program. What it
means is that your RA is walking
around somebody else's building
at night. It's great for RA's who
always wanted to tour scenic
Darrow Hall, but it does create a
bit of confusion. Who exactly was
that guy who told you to turn the
radio down? You probably won't
see him ever again in your life, so
go ahead and crank the stereo
after he's gone. Not exactly the
"sense of community" preached
by the University higher-ups.
One place where it might be a
good idea to have numbers is in

the various computer labs
around campus. At least the
crowding enables us to sharpen
our hunting and fighting skills.
Upon entering a lab, one must
scour the room, searching for an
empty chair. When one is spotted, a mad walking dash is instigated. You elbow one competitor,
and claw at the eyes of another.
Victory is yours, until you read
the little sign that says "Out of
Order."
Okay, so I'm dramatizing. In
reality, most people just wait in
line, looking over the shoulder of
the person using the e-mail
station. Who knows what you
might find...tales of romance,
unending friendship, even an
alt sex.s&m newsgroup.
The problems with computers
are typified in the letter I
received the other day. It went
something like this: "Dear Anderson Resident: We promised
you that we would connect you to
the BG computer system. We
even charged everyone $50 so we
could do things like that. But, unfortunately, we lied, and we're
keeping the money."
Well, that's not quite how it
went, but that was the general
idea. I wouldn't mind as much if I
had time to waste waiting in the
Union computer lab. As it stands
now, I and many other residents
of Anderson Hall are just a wee
bit annoyed.
There are more things I could
gripe about, but I must stop here.
I think I see a crazed sanitation
worker peering through the
window.
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Movies this weekend
Three films will be shown
on campus this weekend.
The 1995 movie "Circle of
Friends" will be shown tonight and Saturday night in
111 Oiscamp Hall
The film will be shown at
7:15, 9:30 and midnight.
Admission is $2.
The movie "State Fair"
will be shown tonight at the
Gish Film Theater. It stars
Jeanne Crain, Dana Andrews and Dick Haymes
and was directed by Walter
Lang. It tells the story of a
family's adventures at the
Iowa State Fair.
The movie "Dodge City"
will be shown at the Gish
Film Theater on Saturday.
It stars Eroll Flynn and Olivia DeHavilland and was
directed by Michael Curtiz.
It tells the story of a sheriff
who attempts to tame the
wild west town of Dodge
City.
Both Gish films start at
7:30 p.m. They are free.
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Bobby Brown escapes
injury, sister's fiance
killed in shooting
BOSTON - Rhythm-and-blues
singer Bobby Brown, husband of
singer Whitney Houston, escaped
injury early today when a gunman opened fire outside a rundown city bar, but his sister's
fiance was killed.

Sports al home
The soccer team hosts the
BGSU Kwik Goal Classic
against Detroit on Saturday
and Marquette on Sunday.
It begins at 3 p.m. on both
days.
Also on Saturday and
Sunday, the women's golf
team hosts the Falcon Invitational. It will be going on
throughout both days.
The women's tennis team
will be host the BGSU invitational on Saturday and
Sunday. It starts on Saturday at 10 a.m.

Steven Sealy, 31, of Chamblee,
Ga., was shot in the head while
sitting in Brown's cream-colored
Bentley. Brown, 26, was standing
outside the car with a bodyguard.
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The shooting of Sealy set off a
brief gun battle, with more than a
dozen shots fired, witnesses said.
The incident took place shortly
before 1 a.m. as Brown left the
Biarritz Lounge in the city's Roxbury section, a block from where
he grew up.
Emergency medical technicians from a fire station across
the street treated Sealy before he
was taken to Boston City Hospital, where he died at 6:20 a.m., according to Police Sgt. David Callahan.
Firefighters said they heard
five or six shots in quick succession and then 10 more shots.
Sealy was shot at least three
times in the face and chest, according to Vernon Allen, an
emergency medical technician.
There were bullet holes in the
car's windshield and hood. "The
car was riddled with bullets,"
Fire Lt. Richard Quinlan said.

Bill Kc.y/AP Pholo

A Canadian goose at the boat launch site of Vancouver's Vanier Park takes the advice of the sign and
looks before crossing the road.
Witnesses said groups on both
sides of the street began firing
after the burst that killed Sealy.

The Canoe Shop

NOBODY CHRONICICS FALCON HTHICTICS
UKC

Key
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Black Swamp Outfitters
140 South River Road
(419)878-3700
15 minutes North of BGSU

Rt. 64 to Watervilie

FRIDAY SPECIAL
$5.95 SEAFOOD SPLASH!

Your Wilderness
Shop For:
Camping,
Canoeing,
Backpacking,
Hiking, Kayaking
X-C Skiing

SI

TEVA
SPORT SANDALS

1^^
A variety of seafood
and our "own" clam chowder.
Inch clams, scallops, shrimp, and Pollock.
Also complete salad bar and baked potato.

Open 11:30-1:30

Best Values On Campus

Men's Soccer
Sot. vs. Detroit S p.m.
Sun. vs. Morquctte 3 p.m.

Women's Tennis
KG Invitotionol
Sat. & Sun. 9 a.m.

Store Hours: Mon-Fri 10am-8 * Sat-Sun 10am-6
10% OFF ANY NON-SALE GEAR W/BGSU I.D.

STUDENTS ... GRANDPARENTS'/PARENTS' DAY IS ONE WEEK FROM SATURDAY!
HOME FALCON FOOTBALL ... BGSU VS. MIAMI... MAKE YOUR PLANS NOW!

A CLASSIC - THIS WEEKEND!
,S.%TI"R1>*>: 1:00 - VKH<l\ VS. tWAR<|inBTTR.. &OO - KtiSV VS. OCTROI T
fSmBAYt I tOO - \KUO\ VS. Iin KOIT. ;i:0« - BGSIJ VS. M VROinRTTI

rome (mmmvt Hio hom* l««ii«! «OOI> XUCIi FAI.COXSX Admission i* *'*•«>

BOUii-N-GnceNcnv

STUDENT APPRECIATION DAY!
MONDAY - OCTOBER 2nd !

SUNDAY BRUNCH

RECRUITMENT
Best Buy is the nation's fastest growing retailer of home
electronics and appliances. We are happy to be a part of the
northwest Ohio community and are currently looking for parttime and seasonal people to work in our Distribution Center for
both first and second shifts.

Fresh Carved Roast Beef
and Fresh Carved
Ham or Turkey

Duties include receiving, repacking and shipping merchandise to
our retail stores. Your work hours can be flexible; tell us what
you can work and we will help schedule your time.

Incl: Scrambled eggs, hash browns, bacon, dutchess
potatoes, mashed potatoes w/ gravy.
Also desserts and full salad bar

Applicants must be at least 18 years of age. Best Buy offers a
competitive wage and a generous employee discount to parttime and seasonal employees. Interested^ applicants are to apply
in person Monday through Friday between 9 am- 3 pm at:

OPCN 11am - 2pm

Best Buy Distribution Center
$7.25 + tax
$6.95 + tax
$3.75

ADULTS
STUDENTS/SENIOR CITIZENS
CHILDREN 4-11
children 3 and under free
* No other discount* apply

•ftll Student Meel Cords accepted

14401 Marion Twp. Rd. 212

Findlay, OH

• Located Adjacent to the City Park*
•Take Poe Rd. West to Left on Falrview Ave.
•We're 2 Blocks on The Right*
-

We are located just a short distance east from
Interstate Highway 75, Exit 161.
A Drug Free/Equal Opportunity Employer
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And the curtain goes up
Jack Buehrer
The BG News

Every time the curtain goes up
for the opening of another University theater production, the
results of months of hard work
are revealed to the audience.
It is the
actors,
however, who
receive most of
the credit.
Those who can
be forgotten
are the men
and women
who work long
hours to create
the sets and
costumes seen on stage.

Scene, costume shop designers
help make productions successful
"We work nine to five, here,
five days a week," Scene Shop
Supervisor Donald Hill said.
"Some of the people are just
fulfilling a theater class requirement, but most of us are
here because this is what we love
to do."
The scene shop employees and
volunteers are hard at work
backstage of the Joe E. Brown
theater in University Hall preparing for "Goodnight Desdemona, Good morning Juliet."
The set designing crew is made
up of a blend of faculty, graduate

CAMPUS
BLOTTER

■ At about midnight on Sept.
20, University police received
a complaint of a marijuana
odor coming from a room in
Dunbar. Upon entering the
hemp hangout, the officer noticed a strong marijuana odor,
although no physical evidence
was in plain view. The three
alleged cannabis consumers
were non-residents of the
room and said they were
"playing a game."
■ Early in the morning of
Sept. 20, a student reported to
campus police that as he was
walking home from the Chapman computer lab, an unknown man wearing a hat
came up behind him and
stated, "Give me your bag."

The student then cold cocked
the backpack bandit and fled.
■ An employee of the University golf course reported to
campus police on Sept. 20 that
two signs had been stolen
from the driving range. One
read "CLOSED," and the other
read "BALLS."
■ University police
received a complaint on Sept.
20 from a resident of MacDonald hall. The woman reported that an aquaintance has
been spreading rumors about
her and she wants it stopped.
According to the police report,
the alleged rumor monger has
been "saying bad things about
the woman doing bad things
with her boyfriend."

students and undergraduates
blend to do everthing from constructing entire sets with power
tools and hammers to simply
painting various props.
"To work on set design you
have to have an understanding of
theater," Hill said. "But if there's
a mistake, it's no big deal. We're
here to teach and to help give experience."
Freshman Jody Harland said
that it is the experience that
makes working on sets so worthwhile.
"The best part is talking to the

grad students about the shows
they've done and things like
that," Harland said. "Listening to
them makes what I'm doing seem
even more interesting."
While everyone in the scene
shop is hard at work in University Hall, the costume shop is busy
putting the finishing touches on
the various wardrobes for the
show in the basement of Mosely
Hall.
Head Costume Designer Margaret McCubbin said the costume
shop is very important.
"We design all of the main costumes for each of the shows,"
McCubbin said. "I do about three
See SHOPS, page si >.

Check it out

Aaron Gra>7Thi- Bfi Ncwi

Students check out the merchandise set up on the steps of the
Education Building Thursday afternoon.

Director 'lives her polities'
Andrea Wood
The BC News

First-time filmmaker Bethany
Yarrow, daughter of Peter Yarrow of Peter Paul and Mary,
traveled to the townships of Cape
Town, South Africa to document
the story of five native women.
Bethany Yarrow graduated Phi
Beta Kappa and Summa Cum
Laude from Yale University. She
shot "MAMA AWETHU!" during
the summer between her junior
and senior years, and edited it in
her spare time toward the end of
her stint at Yale.
The title, "MAMA AWETHU!,"
is a twist on one of the banned
slogans of resistance movements
in South Africa which says, "Amandla, Awethu!," or "power to
the people."
Ellen Berry, director of the
women's studies program, said
the end of media coverage does
not mean the end of apartheid.

"[Yarrow] is a good example of
someone who lives her politics. It
is important to get the story,
even though it disappeared from
the public awareness," Berry
said.
Yarrow grew to follow her
father, Peter Yarrow, in his tradition of activism and resistance
to civil disobedience. Peter Yarrow received the Allard K. Lowenstein Award for Human
Rights, Peace, and Freedom in
1982.
His daughter's film has been
selected for competition in the
documentary category at the
1994 Sundance Film Festival, an
event founded by Robert Redford.
Yarrow said at first she was
looking for a focal point of apartheid in the communities, she was
looking for a central subject to
film.
"Over the next three months it

"Anyone who says this generation is
apathetic should see this as a good example
that that is not true."
Ellen Berry
director of the women's studies program
became clear that apartheid was
not simply a system of laws; it is
an internal landscape around
which the psychology of South
Africa is formed - to the point
where an apolitical perspective
is almost an impossibility. 'The
struggle,' although difficult to
define precisely, is impossible to
ignore and not be touched by in
some way," Yarrow said.
Evelyn, Iris, Sheila, Dinah, and
Nopopie are the five women featured, they struggle in the lingering grip of apartheid.
Tim Smith, director of public

Save 180 double
decaf nonfat caps
on a Macintosh.

relations at WBGU-TV, said the
film is unique in that it is about
grass-roots resistance in the private sector. Smith said he has enjoyed a friendship with Peter
Yarrow and his family for a
number of years.
A university is responsible for
encouraging cultural and social
awareness, according to Smith
He said Yarrow's film is an opportunity to shed light on the issue of post-apartheid South
Africa.
See DIRECTOR, page si*.

Now $1,817

Power Macintosh' 7100/80 w/CD
8MB RAM/700MB hard drive,
Power PC 601 processor. CD-ROM drive,
15'color monitor, keyboard and mouse.

Now $1,23-

Macintosh Performs" 636 w/CD
8 MB RAM/500 MB bard drive, CD-ROM drive,
15" color monitor, keyboard, mouse and all Ibe
software you're likely lo need.

Wake up and smell the coffee. You need a computer to get through school. You need
it for fun. You need it to cruise the Net. You probably even need it to boost yourGPA.
And now, you can get the Macintosh* computer, software and accessories you need
and still have the money you need for your daily intake of bean-based beverages.

Because Macintosh is on sale. If you qualify for an Apple* Computer Loan, you could
get a Mac* for a buck or two a day. (And not make a paymentit for 90 days.')
days') In other words, if you can sacrifice just one creamy cap, you
could get a taste of real power. The power to be your best!

'Apple*

Now $327

For further information please visit BGSU Computer Sales and Rental
129 Hayes Hall or call
Phone: (419) 372-7724
j
toUlomanxmlaln
H**,S*ymt«f*t.toUltm°mxM

amt*t*m**mm*+***

ta™ am (OS ml)), at Stn&O-Tm or TTY SXtTVJXM

*t/mMn

Color Sty leWritef 2400
w/Ca rd Shop Plug
Ink cartridge and cable indtidal.
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Witnesses testify
about open records

Wet and wild

Paul Souhrada
The Associated Press

Dave Krcmer sprays and cleans the curb of some small con- I crew finish a roof replacement.
struction debris at the Middletown, Ohio post office as he and his

Farmhand claims abuse
The Associated Press
TITUSVILLE, Pa. - A farmhand lived on dog
food and green apples at times during the 10
months he suffered through repeated beatings by
his employer and another worker, state police said.
Rodney Chappel, 34, was treated at Titusville
Area Hospital recently for a bruised heart, body
bruises, damaged ears, broken ribs, hearing loss, a
concussion and malnutrition.
Chappel told troopers that while working on a
farm in Rome Township, Crawford County he was
beaten when he would not complete his chores on
time and when he overslept.
Police said co-worker Lawrence Sopher Jr. repeatedly punched Chappel's ears and kicked him
with steel-toed boots. An affidavit filed by state
police at Corry said Chappel was once beaten with
a shovel.
Sopher, 18, and farmer Barbara See, 51, were

supposed to appear at a hearing Monday to face
charges of assault, harassment and reckless endangerment. But the hearing was delayed until
Oct. 9.
The suspects, both of Centerville, were arrested
Sept. IS. They remained free on $5,000 bond.
Their attorney, Don Lewis, did not immediately
return a telephone message left by the Associated
Press at his Meadville office.
The affidavit said Chappel was at the farm from
last Oct. 1 until July 3.
Chappel, of Titusville, was told that he would be
beaten if he left his room without permission, the
affidavit said. He "was also told his parents didn't
want turn and if he went to them, they would get
divorced," the affidavit said.
Kidnapping charges did not apply in the case because Chappel did not leave the farm "for reasons
of his own," Trooper John Ochs said. He would not
elaborate.

Mark Bc.lcr/AP Ph.lo

COLUMBUS - A Senate subcommittee considering revisions
to Ohio's open records law on
Thursday heard from a parade of
witnesses citing reasons why
parts of it
should not apply to them.
"The governor strongly
supports and
has a long history of fosteri n g open
government,"
Rocky Black,
Gov. George
Voinovich's director of legislative affairs, told members of the
Open Records Subcommittee of
the Senate Judiciary Committee.
However, the governor wants a
bill that allows better public access to records but does not burden governments with unreasonable costs, Black said.

Top's on Voinovich's wish list
is an exemption for any memo or
other communication between
the governor and his policy staff
and Cabinet related to the decision-making process.
"The interest in efficient and
responsible policy formulation
should take primacy over - and
in all cases and at all times complete access to all discussions occurring within state
government," Black said.
Nonsense, said an advocate for
more government disclosure.
"That's a terrifying prospect
for public access in Ohio," said
Janet Lewis, executive director
of Common Cause Ohio.
"If they pass any kind of a law
that allows for something like a
draft or a work product to be
closed from public scmtiny, then
in the future everything is going
to be a draft or a work product."
Lewis went on to question the
need to discuss any exemptions
during hearings on the bill.

Fall Jacket Blowout !!!
r
1

Check out our large selection of fall
windbreakers, jackets, assorted styles
and colors, including BGSU jackets.

i
i

20% OFF
Any Fall Jacket
With This Coupon
School Varsity Jackets
and Lettering Excluded.

Holloway - Harvard - Charles River I m ~mr - - m - m m m m Eif' 12"2L95J

HQD1
John & Mary Mura,
Proprietors

FALCON inn SI
SPORTING GOODS
Your Hockey Headquarter in Bowling Green
123 S. Main, DOWNTOWN B.C. • 352-3610

KnowUtiigtabU Salei
I'oopU «.l ll.lp Vou
Make Tha Right
Salacfion For Your
Specific l\ 'oodi.

If you aren't interested in joining a
fraternity, how about starting one?

KAPPA ALPHA ORDER
is looking for a few good men who are interested in
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♦STRONG
ACADEMICS
♦ LEADERSHIP
♦ FRIENDSHIP
♦ NO HAZING
♦ LIFETIME
EXPERIENCE
KA, one of the largest and oldest national fraternities, is
starting a chapter at Bowling Green State University.
Our fraternity was founded to preserve the ideals of the
gentleman. Those values include gentility, chivalry,
honor and gentlemanly conduct. We hope to bring
these timeless values to the campus of BGSU.
National Officers will be on campus
until October 8, 1995 to recruit students.
Informational Session
Kohl Hall, 1st Floor Lounge
Wed. Oct. 4

at 6:00 p.m.
Please Call Dave Denham or Steve Carlin
for more information.
They can be reached at Ashley Hall at 372-4664.
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Militia member's
wife unsatisfied
with jury's ruling
ground. She accuses the county
sheriff's department of a
coverup and said she would consider taking other action against
the department.

The Associated Press
ZANESVILLE, Ohio - The wife
of a militia member shot and
killed by a police officer is not
satisfied with a grand jury ruling
in the case.
Arleen Hill
said she remains convinced that her
husband was
murdered during a traffic
stop in June
near Frazeysburg, 48 miles
east of Columbus.
A Muskingum County grand
jury on Wednesday found that
Frazeysburg police Sgt. Matt
May committed no crime in the
shooting of Michael Hill, SO, of
Graysburg.
May had stopped Hill's car
June 28 because the vehicle had
unauthorized license plates. May
said Hill was armed and he shot
in self defense. •
Hill was a chaplain of the Ohio
Unorganized Militia. His homemade license plate said Militia
3-13 Chaplain.

Nineteen witnesses testified
before the grand jury. The grand
jury deliberated less than an
hour.
"Everybody was given the opportunity to present what they
wanted," county Prosecutor
Mark Fleegle said. "The grand
jury decided there was no probable cause to indict Sgt. May or
anybody."
No evidence was found that
Hill was fired at from behind or
at close range, Fleegle said.
Pittsburgh pathologist Cyril
Wecht said a bullet that grazed
Hill's face and deflected into his
body could have been fired when
Hill was slumped toward the
officer.
Three militia members
changed their initial statements
that they did not see a gun at the
scene, Fleegle said. He said at
least one man added that he saw
a gun near Hill's right hand.
One bullet struck a gun in
Hill's right hand, according to
evidence reports from the FBI
and Ohio's Bureau of Criminal Identification and Investigation.
"The gun was cocked and
ready to be fired with a bullet in
the chamber," Fleegle said.

"I know without a doubt my
husband was murdered," Mrs.
Hill said. "I'm not going to let it
stop here."
Mrs. Hill said an autopsy
showed that her husband was
shot at least once while on the

KAPPA SIGMA FRATERNITY
FALL 1995 OFFICERS
Grand Master ...x:x:;;;>::£:':-

Peace and Tranquilit

:::i:':5:i$M-:-Ran

Las,oria

Doug Minton
Grand Procurator
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:
House Managers
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Athletic Chairman
'':■.'''■■ :•.••:•?!:••:>■'.*::
Rob Pietruszka
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Michael Porter pushes his four-month-old daughter Abrianna
through the fog surrounding the pond at the Eden Park overlook

Department finds new site
Alternative company will save government $500,000
of radioactive materials at the
former Fernald uranium procesCINCINNATI - The U.S. De- sing plant 18 miles northwest of
partment of Energy says it has Cincinnati.
The shipments will account for
found a disposal site for radioactive waste that will provide a about 4 percent of the inventory
cheaper alternative to burial of of uranium products at the
1,050-acre Fernald site. Removthe material.
The Energy Department said ing the materials also will allow
Tuesday it will be able to save demolition of old buildings at the
about $SOO,000 by shipping site, said Jack Craig, director of
nearly 700,000 pounds of ura- the DOE'S Fernald office.
In June, Allied Signal agreed to
nium materials to Allied Signal
Co. in Metropolis, 111.
buy 671,777 pounds of uranium
The shipments, which have be- tetrafluoride and almost 20,000
gun, are part of a 10-year cleanup pounds of uranium trioxide.
The Associated Press
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Those materials are left over
from the Fernald plant's nearly
40 years of processing uranium
metal for the government's production elsewhere of nuclear
weapons.
That production ended in 1989
so cleanup could get under way
at the site.
Allied Signal will use the materials during the company's nuclear fuel cycle operations for
commercial customers. The
payment includes Allied's estimated costs for sampling, analysis, packaging, loading and
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along the Ohio River in Cincinnati.

Is proud to sponsor the
1995 Parent's Weekend Game
DGSU vs Miami
Sat. October 7th'
COME AND SUPPORT THE FALCONS
At the game, register to win:
**************

* GRAND PRIZE- 3 day trip for 2 to the
*
1995 Las Vegas Bowl
*
J 2ND PRIZE -100 Free gallons of gas
* 3RD PRIZE - $50.00 Certificate
• ••**•*••*** * *

transportation of the materials to
Illinois, the Energy Department
said.
Fernald Environmental Restoration Management Corp., the
company hired by the Energy
Department to clean up the Fernald site, began shipping the materials to Allied on Sept. 7. It expects to finish sending the 23
truckloads bv Dec. 31.
The materials are stored in
about 2,500 containers in a Fernald warehouse.

DIRECTOR

Continued from page four.

Continued from page four.

of four of the shows, and my designer and the graduate students,
along with the volunteers do the
others. For the show we're doing
right now, I have about eight or
10 people working in the shop."
The show runs Oct. 4 through
Oct. 7 at 8 p.m. There will also be
a Sunday matinee at 2 p.m
"The most gratifying part of
this job is definately seeing the
finished product," Hill said.
"And it's even more fun when
you're happy with what you've
done."

"I would hope there would be a
good representation of the campus community because it's a
film everyone should see," Smith
said.
Berry said Yarrow's efforts
should be noted as an example of
modern activism.
"Anyone who says this generation is apathetic should see this
as a good example that that is not
true," said Berry. "Without a lot
of formal training [Yarrow]
came out with an award winning
film," she said.

Howard's
clubH
I I
Won-Sot 12-2:30 om
1 ■

This Weekend in Bowling Green athletics:
SOCCER hosts Kwik Goal Classic at BG's Mickey Cochrane Field: Saturday vs. Detroit; Sunday vs. Marquette; 3 p.m.
FOOTBALL at Temple. Saturday. 6 p.m.
Radio: WBGU 88.1 FM (Mike Llndeman & Dave Denatale): WFOB 1430-AM (Dave Horger & Mark MlUer)

#

WOMEN'S GOLF hosts BGSU Invitational
WOMEN'S TENNIS hosts BGSU Invitational

Christian
Pelust
Assistant
Sports
Editor

Time for
a turnaround
"It's not a time for us to
panic, but It is a time to
worry."
That quote is from
Pittsburgh Steelers right
tackle Leon Searcy on his
team's disappointing 2-2
start and on the nature of
those two losses.
Searcy's comment can
also easily describe another
team's disappointing 2-2
start: The Bowling Green
Falcons.
The Falcons, the MAC
Coaches' Poll selection to
win the conference, have
not yet shown the dominance that led them within
one fake punt of going to
the Las Vegas Bowl last
year.
An offense that finished
1994 ranked number one
In scoring offense and
number two In total and
passing offense In MAC
play has struggled, excluding the pounding of Akron.
The reasons for the offensive problems are many,
but all are easily correctable.
Ryan Henry, who seems
to be everyone's scapegoat,
shoulders too much of the
blame.
It's true that Henry has
yet to regain his MAC MVP
runner-up form of a year
ago. Coming Into the season. Henry was one of 20
• quarterbacks In the country named as candidates
for the Johnny Unltas
Golden Arm award, presented annually to the top
senior quarterback In the
nation.
Henry has the talent
but right now his delivery
Is out of sync. It Is not
known how much his offseason back surgery has to
do with his Ineffectiveness.
Henry himself says his
back feels fine, but he
would be the last guy to
ever use his physical problems as an excuse.
His overthrows of
receivers suggest that he Is
trying to make the perfect
throw or pull the string on
passes. Other times he Is
flushed out of the pocket
when he Is going back to
pass.
That brings us to the
offensive line, which head
coach Gary Blackney said
has not given Henry
enough time to get Into a
rhythm passing the football. Central Michigan's
defensive line was big and
aggressive and was in
Henry's face most of the
day. Blackney has stressed
all season how they must
"win the war in the trenches." The line must get more
physical and miss fewer
assignments to give Henry
open lanes to pass in and
settle into a groove.
But Henry also needs
more help from his wide
receivers. Entering the season, the wide receiver position was a question mark
for the Falcons.
Ohio State transfer Eric
Starks has shown flashes
of big-play ability, but hasn't gotten open consistently
enough to give Henry a goto wldeout. Scott
Thompson has made the
transition from stand-out
track star to wide receiver
and has the speed to
stretch the defense and get
behind the coverage. But
he needs to run his routes
crlsper and make himself
more than Just a deep
threat.
Four games does not a
season make, and for the
Falcons, the start of the
turnaround begins
Saturday in Philadelphia

VOLLEYBALL at EMU (tonight), at CMU (Saturday). 7 p.m.
CROSS COUNTRY at Notre Dame Invitational
MEN'S GOLF at Colonel Classic
MEN'S TENNIS at Tom Fallon Invitational
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BG faces big test at Temple
Big East Owls could provide
toughest game for Falcons so far
Christian Pelutl
The BG News

Temple head coach Ron Dickerson possesses an outstanding
coaching background. He has assisted under some of college
football's great coaches --Joe Paterno, Jackie Sherill and Bill
McCartney to name a few.
Unfortunately, the results have
not yet been forthcoming as
Temple's record over the past
two years is 3-19. But the team
has a new attitude.
With a new training complex
Jon ■Ulbach/Thc BC Nrwi
and three solid years of recruitBowling Green running back Keylan fates turns the corner on the Central Michigan defense last Suning by Dickerson, the Temple
day. Cates and the rest of the Falcons head to Philadelphia, Pa. to meet the Temple Owls Saturday.

Owls looked like they may just be
on their way to being competitive
in the Big East Conference this
season.
But losses to Kansas State,
West Virginia and Penn State (all
on the road) by a combined score
of 128-34, have tempered such
enthusiasm and have Dickerson
pressing even harder. •
"We haven't played well this
season so far and it's more difficult considering our extremely
tough schedule," Dickerson said
"But we are definitely improving."
See TEMPLE, page eight

MAC top spot open to everyone
Six teams vie for first place in the conference while others fade
Rusty Miller
The Associated Press

If the race for the MidAmerican Conference championship is wide open, so is the battle
for the basement.
Six teams are within a game of
first place in the early stages of
the MAC race. Another, toughluck Western Michigan, has
stretched a Big Ten opponent to
the limit and has lost two league
games by 10 points each
But what of the other three
teams in the MAC? What is left to
play for when it's still September
and all signs point to hardship
ahead?
"We need to get competitive.
Right now, we haven't been in a
game," said Lee Owens, the firstyear head coach at Akron.
The Zips have been outscored

by a 4-to-l margin so far. In the
MAC, they've given up 99 points;
Ball State, Toledo, Central Michigan and Miami of Ohio combined
have permitted 30 fewer than
that.

against Kent. Kent, with the
same records as the Bobcats,
beat I-AA Youngstown State and
has lost its other two games by a
combined score of 84-6.
So, while the other seven

"We've been in the fourth quarter with a
chance to win a couple of games, but we
haven't. That' maturity and experience.'
Jim Grobe
Ohio University head football coach

Ohio U., also under a first-year
coach in Jim Grobe, is 1-2-1 overall and 0-1-1 in the MAC, but the
victory has come over Division
I-AA Illinois State and the tie is

schools prepare for the meat of
their schedules, Ohio U., Kent
and Akron will be trying to take
the steps necessary to turn their
programs around.

On Saturday, Kent hosts
Western Michigan (1-3, 0-2 MAC)
and Akron (0-3, 0-2) entertains
Central Michigan (2-1,1-0).
Non-conference action finds
Ball State (3-1, 2-0) at Purdue,
Bowling Green (2-2, 1-1) at Temple, Miami of Ohio (3-1, 1-1) at
Michigan, Ohio U. at North Carolina and Toledo (3-0, 1-0) at Cincinnati.
Owens has made a meteoric
rise through the coaching ranks
to get his first head college
coaching position this year. He
to score against our defense,"
Owens said.
Kent is coming off a 45-6 beating at West Virginia despite a
first half in which coach Jim
Corrigall said his team played
"above and beyond."
"They were not invincible,"
Corrigall said of the Moun-

taineers. "But what my men have
to understand is how to do the job
for 60 minutes. When you don't,
you run into bumps in the road
and complications."
At Ohio U., the Bobcats are
young and not all that familiar
with the routes to victory.
"We've been In the fourth
quarter with a chance to win a
couple of games, but we haven't,"
Grobe said. "That's maturity and
experience."
spent the last three years as an
assistant at Ohio State and before
that was the head coach at
legendary Massillon Washington
High School.
Nothing prepared him for this.
"We're looking for any kind of
positives to rally around," he
said. "But there aren't many out
there."

Falcons becoming road warriors
Jeremy Yohe
The BG News

After splitting the first two
league matches, Bowling Green's
volleyball team will be looking to
move up in the Mid-American
Conference standings with two
matches on the
road this weekend.
BG (7-5, 2-2
MAC) will
square-off
against winless
Eastern Michigan (0-13, 0-4
MAC) Friday in
Yp s i 1 an 11, ,.
,, „. ,.
Mich. Central V.nDeWalle
Michigan will host the Falcons on
Saturday. Both matches are set
for 7:00 p.m.

offense will have to be in the
same attack mode for these
matches, but voices special concern about playing Eastern.
"It's tough to go on the road
and play at these places," Van De
Walk' said. "When you go up
against a team that is 0-13, there
is always that thought in the back
of your mind that you don't want
to be the first team that gives
them there first win."
"Eastern Michigan right now,
is hungry for their first win. I'm
sure of it," Van De Walle said.
EMU has struggled so far in the
season with a team that features
only three returning starters.
The Eagles' were swept in both of
last years matches with BG, and
the Falcons' will be looking for
consistency to pave the way for
this years matchup.
"What we are looking for is

"When you go up against a team that is 0-13,
there is always that thought in the back of
your mind that you don't want to be the first
team that gives them their first win."
Denise Van De Walle
BG women's volleyball coach

KrllyRlgomieBGNtws
Falcons setter Wendy Watkins serves In a recent match. The womens volleyball team goes on the road
this weekend to play Eastern Michigan tonight and Central Michigan Saturday night.

Bowling Green's offense has
been sluggish for most of the
season and along with constantly
playing on the road the teams record has hovered just above .500.
But the offensive intensity
picked up with the win over Dayton Tuesday v,.ien head coach
Denise Van De Walle recorded
her 250th career victory at Bowling Green.
Van De Walle knows that the

consistency. We are working
with individuals on their technique and their shot selection and
how to hit specific shots," Van De
Walle said.
Central Michigan (7-5, 3-1
MAC) will bring a much stronger
team to the table on Saturday
than what their record indicates.
CMU played in the Fresno State
Tournament which featured
many top teams from the west.
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Falcons ready for another
Kwik Goal championship

Bowltna Qr©©^ F©©1ba]] Stertisto© i
Rushinq

Q

Att

Yds Ava TD

Cates
Davis
Parker
Niemet
Alexander

4
4
3
1
4

79
41
17
11
16

356
208
93
51
50

Passing

Q

Att

Cmo Pet

Yd§ TD

INT

3
1

100
15

52
6

52.0
40.0

529
113

9
0

Receivinq
Starks
Stover
Card
Davis
Thompson
Rogers

G
4
4
2
4
3
4

No.

Yds Avq

16
12
9
7
6
3

201
91
61
89
105
40

TD
2
2
0
1
1
0

Tackles
O'Neill
0. Rogers
Lige
Woullard
Bradley
Cepek

UT
20
22
14
15
16
4

AT
27
19
14
12
7
16

Total
47
41
28
27
23
20

Henry
Niemet

4.5
4.8
5.4
4.6
3.1

12.6
7.6
6.8
12.7
17.5
13.3

Lonq

1
1
0
3
0

22
43
16
13
7

Pat Murphy
The BG News

5
1

For the eighth consecutive
year Mickey Cochrane Field
will host the Kwik Goal/BGSU
Soccer Classic. Bowling Green,
coming off a 5-3 win over
Western
Kentucky, is
looking for
its seventh
Kwik Goal title and fifth
straight
since 1991.
BG opens
their defense
against Detroit in the
Mahler
second game Saturday at 3 p.m.
The Titans went 8-fi-4 last year
and 4-4-2 in the Midwestern
Colleigate Conference. A year
ago the Falcons downed Detroit 2-1 in a up-tempo game.
Mid-American Conference

Lonq
51
14
19
49
37
16

ForlosU
1-2
2-11
1-1
2-4
1-2
6-11

Goalkeepers
Scott Vallow
Andy Carl

Minutes
570:00
90:00

SOG
9
7
5
3
2
4
1
1
0
1
3
SOGF
21
5

GLS
5
4
3
2
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
Saves
17
2

KWKlG@4LI
opponents with Detroit playing
Akron and BG playing Marquette at 3 p.m. The tournament
champion will be decided on
winning percentage with headto-head competition and overall goal differential used as the
tie-breakers.
This weekend marks the
completion of the improvements to Cochrane Field. A
new press box, which sits atoD
new seating, was installed this
week to finish the improve-

®

years ago," he said. "It's a
great feeling but hard to explain because it has been so
long."
The Falcons beat Southern
Indiana in last year's Kwik
Goal final, 3-2. Tim Concannon
earned the offensive most valuable player award. BG comes
in riding a two game win
streak. Over that* stretch the
Falcons have outscored their
opponents 7-3.

he's not simply following an
unattainable dream in trying to
rejoin a league short on backup
centers. He figures he can get in
shape to do 20 minutes of relief
work.
Boston coach MI. Carr remembered one night when he
was with the Celtics and nearly
got into a fight with the taller,
stronger Dawkins, then with the
76ers.
"M.L. was a lightweight,"
Dawkins said, smiling, about the
man who controls his immediate
future.
Dawkins, on the other hand,
showed up at the rookie-free
agent camp as a superheavyweight, although he
wouldn't say how far the scale
tipped when he stepped on it. And
he declined to discuss the personal matter that delayed his reporting here.

Back from the "Planet Lovetron,"
Darryl "Chocolate Thunder"
Dawkins-

if he can lay off the chocolate.
He showed up at the Celtics
camp Thursday, overweight, two
days late, and determined to control his own fate as he seeks, at
age 38, to return to the NBA.
Dawkins, who called his homeland "Planet Lovetron," says he's
mellowed after five seasons playing in Italy and one with the Harlem Globetrotters. He's not as
fluent in trash-talking - perhaps
because European referees
couldn't understand him.
And the days when he gave
colorful names to his powerful
dunks are gone.
"I'm naming layups now," the
6-foot-ll center says.
He was with Philadelphia on
Nov. 13,1979 when he shattered a
backboard in Kansas City, a dunk
he rhythmically christened
"Chocolate Thunder Flying, Robinzine Crying, Teeth Shaking,
Glass Breaking, Rump Roasting,
Bun Toasting, Wham, Bam, I Am
Jam."
Can he still break backboards?
"No," he admitted. "I can rattle
them pretty good, though."
But he hasn't lost his sense of
humor, even as he declares that

Falcons may lie in the trenches,
which is where BG had the most
problems in last Saturday's loss
at Central Michigan.
"They have the biggest
offensive line we've ever gone
against," Blackney said. "Their
defensive line is very quick, but
their offensive line really isn't."
Dickerson sees strength in all
facets of the Falcon team.
"Ryan Henry is a great quar-

terback, even though he seems to
be struggling a little right now.
He always seems to be in control.
Their linebackers are very dominant and and their special teams
always execute well."
"I've been telling our guys all
week to think of these guys [BG]
as Penn State or West Virginia"
For the Owls, their star is
senior Lance Johnstone. Johnstone is a 6-4, 242 pound line-

backer who has been named allBig East his first three years. His
:04.38 clocking in the 40-yard
dash has him targeted for the
NFL.
"Lance is a superb athlete and
a great player," Dickerson said.
"He sets high goals and then he
goes after them."
On offense, the Owls are led by
second team all-Big East quarterback Henry Bums.

Howard Ulman
The Associated Press

Bowling Green 6-1-0 overall, 0-0-0 MAC
SHTS
20
18
12
11
4
15
14
5
2
4
5

merits on which construction
started two years ago.
BG head coach Mel Mahler
commented on the improvements.
"It really kind of become
more than a dream about ten

Lovetron native Dawkins
looks for chance in Boston

B®w!5au@ Green 8®©©®r StatW©s

Player
MP/MS
Joe Burch
7/7
Steve Klein 6/6
Jason Began 7/7
Peter Kolp 7/7
Brandon Pelton 5/0
Jason Follebout 7/5
Dan Kindl
7/7
Dave Kindl 7/3
Jon Giganti 7/6
Duane Ely 4/0
Darren Niles 4/0

rival Akron meets up with
NCAA tournament qualifier
Marquette at 1 p.m. Saturday.
The Golden Eagles beat BG
1-0 last year and own a 6-4-1
record in 11 meetings.
Sunday the teams will flip

ASTS
2
4
4
5
1
1
1
1
3
3
0

_EIS
12
12
10
9
3
3
3
3
3
3
2

WALTHAM, Mass. - Darryl
Dawkins, that old rim-quaking,
quote-making interstellar traveler, has landed in Boston. And
the man known as "Chocolate
Thunder" might even stay awhile

GAA SHO Record
0.63
5-1-0
3.00
1-0-0
AP photo/Matt York

He said he's confident that he
can lose five pounds by the time
the Celtics full camp starts next
Friday and another 10 pounds
after that.
He'd better.
"He's not in shape," Carr said.

TEMPLE
Continued from page seven.

Falcon head coach Gary
Blackney believes Dickerson and
has high regard for the Temple
team.
"Temple is the best football
team we'll have played to date,"
Blackney said. "They're big,
they're strong and they've got
excellent skill position players."
The Owls are coming off a two
week hiatus since their crushing

loss at the hands of Perm State
66-14, and should be more than
prepared to take on Bowling
Green. Dickerson is extemely
impressed with the Falcons team
and program.
"They're well coached, they
execute very well and have a lot
of leadership on both sides of the
ball. Those are three qualities I'd
like to have on my team."

TRIKE RACES
B.G.S.U.'S

PREMiER

A philanthropy by
KAPPA SiGMA &
ALPHA Xi DELTA

Live Music by
STATE OF GREEN

Sunday, OCTOBER
1st
3-6pm

Located at Parking
Lot Behind Library

OPEN TO ANYONE
AND EVERYONE AT
B.G.S.U.

TRi-Ot"Li\G

EVENT

Blackney sees those attributes
in Dickerson's team.
"I think Ron Dickerson has
done a great job," Blackney said.
"I remember watching them on
film last year and they are vastly
improved. Throw out the records. This is going to be a very,
very good football game and a
very difficult challenge for our
team."
The biggest challenge for the
... ,...,,...„,., .I,-,, ... . ... ...

m^X.

AlTEmTONf ?m

Obsidian news publication
has openings for
,|he following positions:
eatiye people (needed most)
dvertising sales representatives
ontributing writers
|ffice secretary
►ftotographers
onists
Iters
you think you can fill any of these
isitlons, or Vrahtto contribute in any waj
, The Obsidian; call Sakeenah at 372-S
orCi^gai3g£#Q7.
Staff Meetings Every Wednesday
8p.m., 304 Moselcy

^

By Ann-Marie MacDonald
College English teacher Constance Ledbelly has been trying for
years to decode an ancient manuscript she believes will prove that
Romeo and Juliet and Othello were meant to be comedies, not
tragedies. She finds herself literally in the middle of the plays
and the results arc hilarious.

Eva Marie Saint Theatre(University Hall)
Parents Weekend
Oc ber 4-7 at 8 pm and October 8 at 2 pm
Call forrcservations-.372.2719 Mondcy -Friday lOnn ■ ? pm

.v ■— -:..--/-_ -_•-..-
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Browns, Indians
success drives
Cleveland crazy
Chuck Melvin
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND - Everything that has gone right in
Cleveland sports over the
past few years will be on
display this week, and
Leroy Hoard plans to enjoy
it all.
"Cleveland's just going to
be crazy," said the Browns
fullback, who will help kick
off the city's most exciting
sports week in decades
when the Buffalo Bills arrive for a game Monday
night. "It's something that's
been a long time coming,
but well-deserved for those
who stuck with their
teams."
That's "teams," plural, as
in Browns AND Indians.
Less than 24 hours after
the Browns and Bills meet
at Cleveland Stadium in the
NFL's weekly prime time
show, the Indians will be at
nearby Jacobs Field as host
of a postseason game Tuesday night for the first time
in 41 years.
"They've got to feel
great," said Hoard, an occasional visitor to the Indians clubhouse. "The guys
on the Indians who have
been around three, four,
five years, they got kicked
around a little bit. Now they
are walking around with
their heads up high, and
they feel that much better."
The Browns usually have
the town to themselves in
the fall, but they've had to
share the spotlight this
year. The Indians are still
the most popular topic on
the talk shows, their merchandise has flooded the
malls, and their sale of
postseason tickets by tele-

//

phone caused a meltdown
of the Cleveland-area phone
system for several hours.
The Browns, meanwhile,
had their smallest crowd
for a home opener in 20
years when they drew
61,083 to their Sept. 10
game against Tampa Bay.
"The Indians deserve
everything they are getting," Hoard said. "We are
at different points in the
season, so naturally there is
going to be more excitement now for the Indians
than the Browns. Our
season will get to the point
where we are in the
playoffs, and then nobody
talks too much about the
Cavaliers."
Despite the lukewarm reception the Browns (3-1)
got for their home opener,
they've generated more and
more enthusiasm since then
by winning three straight
games, including a 3S-17
decision over previously
unbeaten Kansas City last
week, and taking over first
place in the AFC Central.
Vinny Testaverde was
named the AFC Player of
the Month for September,
and the Cleveland defense
has given up fewer points
per game than any team except Miami.
The Browns clearly are
ncaring completion of the
rebuilding program that
began the day after they
lost to Buffalo 42-0 in
1990-the day coach Bud
Carson was fired.
"They looked exceptional
against Kansas City, which
is the film we've studied
most closely," Buffalo
coach Marv Levy said.

Fan attacks Cubs' Myers
Mike Nadel
The Associated Press

CHICAGO -- A 27-year-old fan
ran onto the field and fought
Randy Myers of the Chicago
Cubs, moments after the reliever
gave up a home run Thursday
that could have cost his team a
chance at the NL wild-card spot.
Pinch-hitter James Mouton hit
a two-run homer to put the Houston Astros ahead 9-7 in the eighth
inning. Then, a man jumped out
of the Wrigley Field stands,
crossed the first-base line and
ran toward the 6-foot-l,
230-pound Myers.
Myers saw the fan coming,
dropped his glove and landed
some punches. The two were rolling on the ground near the pitcher's mound, and Myers was on
top of the man when several
other Chicago players arrived to
break up the fight.
The fan, John Murray of suburban Riverside, 111., was removed by Wrigley Field security
officers and taken to Town Hall
police lockup, about five blocks
from the ballpark.
According to police Lt. Frank
Kehoe, Murray was charged with
assault and disorderly conduct.
Bonds was set at $75, and a court
date was set for Oct. 24.
Myers, a member of the Nasty

Boys in the Cincinnati bullpen in
1990 and known as a tough guy
who collects military memorabilia, remained in the game. Shortly
after the incident, the Cubs came
back to tie the game and send it
into extra innings, and won 12-11
in the 11th.
The attack was the latest incident in a season marked by contentious relations between fans
and players.
Earlier this year, pitcher Jack
McDowell provoked the booing
crowd at Yankee Stadium by
twirling his middle finger
several times. Chili Davis of the
California Angels went over to
the stands and poked a fan who
he believed was heckling him it
turned out Davis had the wrong
man.
The world of sports has often
been a setting for confrontations
between those on the field and
those in the stands.
The most prominent example
of late was the stabbing of tennis
star Monica Seles in Germany in
1993. She was ranked No. 1 in the
world when a 39-year-old man
plunged a knife into back, putting
her out of action for more than
two years.
In baseball, Jimmy Piersall
kicked a fan in the behind who
had run onto the field to antagon-

AP photo/Michael S. Green

Chicago Cubs pitcher Randy Myers pounds his would-be attacker
after giving up the go-ahead ionic run to the Houston Astros James
Mouton. The Cubs eventually came back to win 12-11 In 11 innings.
ize him at Yankee Stadium in
1961. In 1976, Rick Monday of the
Chicago Cubs seized an Amcrican flag from two fans who were

going to
Stadium
Ebbets
George

try to burn it at Dodger
In the 1940s, a fan at
Field beat up umpire
Magerkurth.

Men's tennis set for tough trip
Chris Kapcar
The BG News

Calm down. Take it easy. It's
just another match. These
phrases will resound throughout
the minds of Bowling Green's
men's tennis players as they
travel to South Bend, Ind. to play
the likes of nationally ranked
teams such as Notre Dame,
Colorado, Harvard, Kentucky,
and Michigan at the Tom Fallon
Invitational.
"What we were stressing this
week", said head coach Dave
Morin, "Is to remain low key. It
will be easy for our kids to look at

the Golden Dome and all the good
programs and get excited and
lose focus - we can't get too
pumped up."
Leading the Falcons this weekend will be the top returning lettermen from last year, Milan
Ptak and Adam Tropp. This is in
contrast to BG's last meet two
weeks ago, when Joel Terman
and Dave Anderton held the top
position. "This weekend we want
to rely on our experience and the
fact that we already have one
tournament under our belt", said
Morin.
Rounding out the lineup will be
Joel Terman and Dave Anderton

in the "B" flight, Brad Gabel and
Seth Dimling playing in the "C"
flight, and Mark Ciochetto, Man
Wiles, and Scott Yonker competing in the "D" flights.
In doubles play, the teams consisting of Ciochetto and Tropp
and Anderton and Dimling will
play in the "A" flight. The "B"
flight will feature pairings of
Terman and Ptak and Wiles and
Gabel.
While the field at Notre Dame
will be difficult, it is hard to
gauge the overall competition of
the teams playing this weekend.
The National Clay Court Championships could possibly draw

some players from Michigan and
other schools.
Nevertheless, according to
Morin, this weekend's play will
be a big confidence builder for
his team.
"This tournament will give us a
chance to gain some respect
througliout the country," said
Morin, "it will probably be the
toughest competition we will
face this year."
The Brown and Orange are
coming off an impressive, come
from behind second place showing at the Keefe Invitational here
atBG.

You're finally
going

to recejve

your diploma
after 5 (or 6) years...

©end a smile

Jh
^s^graFeful parents?$

Last week for 1st session Senior Portraits
Schedule your appointment now
by calling Carl Wolf Studio at 1-800-969-1 338
Photos will be taken in the KEY office, 28 West Hall
M-F, 10 a.m.-l p.m.; 2 p.m.- 6 p.m.
Next session starts October 30th
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Falcons fed up with second place
Steve Wlldman
The BC News
In the last three meets the
Bowling Green men's cross country team has participated in, they
have come in second place. Head

CAMPUS EVENTS
■UAO PARENTS WEEKEND ESSAY CONTEST"
Tell us why your parents deserve lo be "Parents ol the Year" in 300 words or less by completing the statement, "My parents have
helped me become the person I am today..."
Contact UAO (3rd Boor Unk>n) at 2-2343 lor details. Entries due by 12:00 pm Fn Sept. 29.
Winning parents will be honored dunng Parents' Weekend.
FAR EAST ARTIFACTS SALE
Student Services Forum 10-4PM
Sept 27.28.429 Mdse. Irom
Thailand. Nepal. India, & Morel
Sponsored by UAO'
Kappa Alpha Order
Kappa Alpha is starting a new chapter on BG's
campus and are looking for a few good men; if
interested call Steve or Dave at 372-4664.
Kappa Alpha Ordar
Student Programmer's Council
1 si meeting on October 3rd 7:00pm
Town Room - 3rd Floor Union
Call Steve @ UAO 3722343
Rolreshments Provided1

coach Sid Sink and the team are
Bowling Green cross country
not happy about it
is traveling to Oxford, Ohio, to
"We are tired of getting second compete in the Miami Classic
place the last three weekends, we where they will be facing Miami,
have made a commitment to go Belmont, Buffalo, Dayton, Ohio
after it this week and win the State, Akron, North Carolina
meet," Sink said.
State and Youngstown.

Miami and Akron, the other
two teams from the MAC are
good teams but Ohio State is going to Bowling Green's main obstlcletoawin.
"Ohio State is the team to beat
and if we get five of our guys to

run well, we should win it," Sink
said.
Sink is expecting good performances from his top three
runners, Brad Schaser, Tim
Arndt, and Alan Boos.
"They are going have to stay

PUT YOUR RESUME ON THE WEB!
Reach businesses and Human Recources
staffs around the world. Make your mark on the
Internet's World Wide Web To find out how.
call Michael at 353-8064.

FAR EASTARTIFACTS SALE
Student Services Forum 10-4PM
Sept 27.28.S29- Mdse. Irom
Thailand, Nepal. India, and More1
Sponsored Qy UAO.

$331.00. Sell 72 college T-shirts • profit
$331.00 Risk-free. Choose from 27 designs,
c design own Free catalog 1-800-700-4822.

PERSONALS

FREE FINANCIAL AID!
Over $6 Billion in private sector grants and
scholarships is now available. All students are
eligible regardless of grades, income, or parents income.
Let us help.
Call Student Financial Services:
1 -800-263-6495 ext. FS5441

Lei's Party Barn Sale
Beer lights & mirrors, ig. selection. Adult
clothes & misc Sept. 29 • Oct. 6.10am til dark.
Take Ri 6 East, turn nght on Rt 199 Soutti to
West Millgrove. OH 25 mm. from BG. Mobile
home in woods behind gas station. 288-3687
(local call

• Chee 01995 ■
Canoe with a Chi-0 and the Beefcarverst
Don't forget to be at the Union
At 12:45 tomorrow.
We're gonna have a biasti
•UAO PARENTS WEEKEND ESSAY CONTEST'
Tell us why your parents deserve to be "Parents of the Year" In 300 words or less by completing the statement, "My parents have
helped me become the person I am today
by." Contact UAO(3rd Floor Union) at 2-2343
lor details. Entries due by 12.40PM Fn. Sept.
29. Winning parents will be honored during
Parents'Weekend.0
AGD • FLAG FOOTBALL ' AGO
GET PSYCHED FOR
FLAG FOOTBALL

ON
AGD

-

SATURDAY...
FLAG FOOTBALL ' AGD

AOII-AOII-AOII
YES, YES. YES WE DO
WEGOTTHESPIRITI
4 SPIRIT AWARDS IN "8511
AND HEADED FOR MOREII

LOST & FOUND
Losl Red Jacket w/ Brown Corduroy Collar.
Keys m pocket w/ black pepper spray. Reward
o'fered Can 352-5152 or 35d-i5i4.
Lost Silver Baby Spoon ring w baby (ace on it.
Sentimental value • Reward. Lost at MacNorth
(ront desk. II found call 354-2810.

SERVICES OFFERED
Do's by Drew at Trendsetters
120 W.S Boundary Perrysburg
874-4141 $5 off cut 25% off
chemical service anytime. Mention adl
IMPROVE YOUR RESUME
RESUME GRAPHICS
Will Give You the Edge!

AOII'AOII'AOM
Congratulations to Jill Cameiia on Jw lavaJiering to ZBT Adam Leventhal.
AOIPAOirAOII

Fun and Money
3,000 per month
Looking for outgoing people who are money
motivated. Part-time or full-time available. Call
Tim at (4191 865 8380.
GAMMA PHI BETA
1234
YOU IL NEVER GUESS WHAT'S IN STORE

5678
BRING A DATE AND DON'T BE LATE
SEE YOU AT GARGOYLES AT 9.O0PM
GPHIBGPHIBGPHIB
Happy 21st Birthday JENNIFFER WERNEKE'
Love your best friend, Meghan.
Get psyched for Saturday nightl
HEY KAPPAS!!
Get excited lor Greek Olympiad
ThisSaturdayl
Who will take home the gold??

Brathaus Fnday 'Happy Hour* 4-9pm
All Bottled Beer lor a Buck
Kamikaz. Qualude. Melon Balls for 50 cents
Myles Pizza by the Slice ■ 19 and over
DG DG DG DG DG
Congratulations
to
DELTA GAMMA'S
JAIME STEADWAY
on her recent pearling to
MATTHEW MACK
Irom OSU
DGDGDGDG
DGDGDGDG
Congratulations
to
DELTA GAMMAS
KATE MATESICH
on her recent lavalienng
to SIGMA CHI
DAVE KRAMER
DGDGDGDG

For FREE Information,
call (419) 353-9048

Fnday Roast Beef Planer Special at CAMPUS
POLLYEYESI Includes Roast Beel Sandwich,
homemade mashed potatoes, and vegetable.
Only $3 99 1 lam until gone. Oine-in and Pickup only

DG KE DG KE DG
A SPECIAL THANKS TO
KAPPA SIGMA
FOR THE UPCOMING
Boxrn N RIAZCRS
AND FOR SENDING US FLOWE RS.
LOVE.
THE DELTA GAMMAS
Don't Dream It, Be III
Are you interested m acting with the erotic
nightmare review during the Rocky Honor Picture Show at the Clazel Theatre? If so contact
Jessica lor more mlo. @ 372-5644.
Factory Outlet Store
Student Desks starting at $39.00
Miller Woodworking Factory Outlet
Woodland Mall'354-1614

Go Greek Olympiad Teams!!
KKQ'KKG'KKG
HIV Instructor
Become an HIV instructor. Sat. Sept. 30 & Oct.
7 9am-6pm. Meeting Room @Wood County
Hospital. Total Cost is $50.00. For more info
call Jeanne Wright ■§) 2-8302 by Fn. Sept. 29.
HURRYIHURRYl
IBM, Toyota, & IBM are just some of the companies coming to Co-op Program m October
Seeking Prod/Procurement majors. Sign up
NOW in the Co-op Program. 310 Student Services Bldg 2-2451
Hustle
Local firm seeks individuals to help run sales
training center. No experience necessary. Neat
appearance and positive attitude a must. 2-4K
poleniial Catlioqualify |4i9) 865 1685
_
INTRAMURAL EVTRIES DUE FRATERNITY
ICE HOCKEY - OCT. 9. 1995: MEN'S AND
WOMEN'S INNERTUBE WATER POLO v OCT. 10: MEN'S AND WOMEN'S CROSS
COUNTRY - OCT. 11: MEN'S BOWLING vOCT 17.ALLENTRIESDUEBY400PMIN
130FIELDHOUSE
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: 4-PLAYER
VCUEYBALL-OCT 2, 1995: WOMEN S FUG
FOOTBALL-OCT.3- MEN'S FUG FOOTBALL
- OCT. 4. ALL ENTRIES DOE BY 4:00 P.M. IN
I30FIELDHOUSE
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YOUR

Ba a champion, come to the date dash.

POTENTIAI

Taco Kit

SPECIES

ONLY

flwflff/

$6.99

(/•rryotil

Not valid with any
other coupon

500 OFF

Want (or |ilnii! wlmrwrri n»\\ w«nl.
win i"M t i|i>n wnnl. willi

M

y\*r

any delivery
over $6.00

o, K „„i„|„„,l
i.„ |r„„
iL. f.,.n|„,l., CarnpHii.
Rr.1.1, f™rr,$M'l-,...,|ll„m, mrln.U

JFACTORY
phone: 354 2110
email rentals'^answerfactory com
reality 10! S.Main. Downtown

352-7889
Monday Night Dart League
Call MHO 372-8105
Monday Nile Football at BRATHAUS
Cleveland vs. Buffalo
Specials all night
get a free chance to win a football.
Pregnant? Free Pregnancy Test.
Confidential & Caring.
354-4673 BG. Pregnancy Center

PROCUREMENT/PRODUCTION'M.M
MAJORS!!
CO-OP CORPORATION COMING TO
INTERVIEW EARLYH
DEADLINE TO SIGN UP IS OCT. 211
FOR PURCHASING CO-OP, JAN.-JUL Y.
COME TOCO-OP PROGRAM OFFICE AT
310 SADDLEMINE STUDENT SERVICES
BLLBJ.
OR CALL 2-2451 ASAP!
SigEp'Alpha Phi'SigEp
Broomballisherel
Got psyched' We'll see ya Sunday!
Your coaches. Amy and Shawna
SigEp'Alpha Phi'SigEp
SPORTS LOVERS DREAM
Are you very sports-minded and athletic? We
are looking for 3 people who are very motivated, energetic, and outgoing individuals. SOnous inQuines only Call 419-665-8380STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS PUBLICITY
OFFICERS: Are you in a rut? Do you need a
creative boost to help you advertise your
group's events? We have an opportunity for
you to gain valuable tools to better advertise
your events on campus at the Publicity Workshop on Wednesday. October 4. 1995 at
7:00pm n the Alumni Room of the University
Union. For reservations, call the Student Life
Office a) 372-2843
The KEY Yearbook
Is looking for volunteers. Graphic designers,
writers, photographers. & salespeople needed
to help produce the 1995/96 yearbook. Call
372-8086 or stop by the KEY olfice. 28 West
Hall. Ask for Kristin co-op credit available.
WANTED 100 STUDENTS' Lose 10-30 IDs.
Next 90 days' New metabolism breakthrough.
Dr. Recommended 134.95 MC/Visa Guaranteed Nadme DeMartino I -600 352-6446
Wanted: STAR WARS
Desperately seeking Star Wars toys, Action
figures, and Ships! Cash Paid' No collection to
large or small' Call toll free 1 800-281 -5637.
David
What is Bahai? Call the mlo line:
1-800-NUFAITH

KKG'ZBT'KKO'ZBT
Let's celebrate Greek Olympiad
This Saturday! Grab a friend
And come lo BW-3 at 7:001

KKG'ZBT'KKO'ZBT

REALIZE

Look Thin A Healthy
Campus Tanning

$6.00 Minimum
lor delivery

Not valid with any
other coupon

WANTED
Chr.stian family of 5 needs wagon van. Does
the Blade route. Willing to make monthly payments. Credit not good. Please call Roger anytime 354-6116.
Nanny/Babysitter wanted from 9am-6pm. Call
Elizabeth at 354-5002
One subletter needed. Non-smoker. Sl90/mo.
♦ utilities. Call Darci or Angela @ 354-0180.
Best limes are after 9pm or before noon.
Subleaser wanted Immediately
Own bedroom with
full personal bathroom.
FREE shuttle service to
campus daily
S190 por month lil May '96
Call Lor I at

352-0517
Subleaser, Available Jan. i:
One bdrm, lurn. swimming pool, shuttle to
campus, quiet, air conditioning, ceiling fan,
spacious, bey window. Call 354-0251. leave
message

HELP WANTED

353-TACO

Located at 1616 E. Wooster
Greenwood Centre

$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
No experience required. Begin now. For info
call 301-306-1207

The Recycling Program employs
~
over 20 students from our
wL campus to collect recyclables.

VOTED
"BEST PIZZA!"1

LG, 2 ITEM $7
| Add Brotdsticks For Only $2.00 \ I
Coupon
E*>i***
1CV1&95 ,

QoodAIAI
Paflcpalhg
Loomlior*

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2,000 plus/month working on
Cruse Ships or Land-Tour companies. World
travel. Seasonal A full-time employment available. No expenence necessary.
For more information call
1-206-6340468 ext. C55441.
EBSCO Telemarketing Service
Welcome Back Students!
1994 Top 50 National Outbound Service
agency is currently expanding its sales force. If
you are interested in earning top dollars ($8-10
per hr.) working flexible hours (mm I5hrs/wk)
receiving weekly pay and building your resume
then call now for interview 353-6662 or come in
to apply al 113 N. Main St. (across form Junction)
^^^^^^^^^^^^
Evening offce cleaning.
10-12 hours per week. Own transportation required. Call 352-5822.
Frustrated
Student/Graduate
$4 K/Month
I spent over $20K and four years in college and
found myself looking at best a $30.000/year
job and no hope of getting ahead financially. 1
1/2 years ago I met a man making over
$30.000/month who was expanding a Nationwide Sales/Marketing Firm to Ohio. He
helped me make over $15,000 in my first two
months oil the efforts of my sales team. IVe
opened my own office in Toledo and I'm looking for five projects to do the same. Call
6G8-3Q23 AsktorTim.
Full Service attendant needed
apply m person at Barney's
181 1/2 S Matn.BG
Lawn Maintenance. PT & FT. Flexible schedule. Call 352-5822.

Toledo Country Club now looking to hire
waiters/waitresses. We will work with your
schedules. Call Cnns to set up interview at
419382 3416
Window washing part and full time available.
Own transportation required. Call 352-5335.

FOR SALE
t985 Toyota Supra. Runs great Must sell.
S20O0 OBO 419-277-8039 or 419-878-9986
1987 240 Volvo
Good Condition
3S3-3086
3 tickets to David Bowie - NIN show. Oct. 3 at
the Palace - Auburn Hills (Ml). Face Value. Call
2-8586
85 Coirola
Excellent Condition
TBO 352-7760
CANON PERSONAL COPIER. NO WARM UP
TIME REOUIREO AUTO SHUT OFF AFTER
55 MINS OF NONUSEI SINGLE CARTRIDGE SYSTEM (TONER. DRUM AND DEVELOPMENT UNIT IN ONE CONVENIENT
CARTRIDGE). SHIPPED DIRECT TO YOUR
HOME OR OFFICE U.P.S. 100% MONEY
BACK GUARANTEEI (ITEM J-1185-A5)
CANON COPIER $399 99 PLUS TAX AND
SHIPPING. (ITEM Z-7365-A5) TONER CARTRIDGE $99 99 PLUS TAX AND SHIPPING.
VISA. MASTER. AND DISCOVER CARD
WELCOME I CALL 1-800-253-6500. USE
ADA. H0211075X. DIST; LAWRENCE WATSON
For Sale - Women's Leather biker |acket.
Lamb skin. Originally $200
NOW$1000 bo.Call373-6037
Oueen size sleeper sola- $150. Matching
swivel rocker-$35 Call 686-5197.
Two Cedar Point Tickets. $40 For Both.Call
686-7206
Used Air Hockey table w/ electronic scoring.
Great lor dorms or fraternity & sorority houses.
1 yr. old/ good condition. $250 or best oiler.
Call Jet, 372-3530.

FOR RENT

Lawn Maintenance • pt. & full time.
Flexible Schedule

Call 352-5622
Mr. Spots Needs Inside help.
Apply in person M-F 2-7pm.
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Seasonal and full-time employment available
at National Parks, Forests & Wildlife Preserves. Benefits and bonuses! Call:
l-206-545-4804exl N55441.
NURSING ASSISTANTS
FULL TIME/ PART TIME HOURS ON
7-3AND3-U SHIFTS.FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULING WITH 4 OR 8 OR 12 HOUR
SHFTS.
EXCELLENT BENEFITS FOR FT/PT

1 bdrm. upper duple* avail. Oct 1. $390'mo.
Very large rooms. New linoleum, kitchen and
barh Call Nowlove 352-5620.
AVAILABLE JANUARY 1:
Two bdrm unfurn. Newly remodeled. Microwave, wallpaper, ceiling fans. Free gas heat,
water, sewer. Call to make an appt. to see
these rentals. Newlove Rentals, 328 S. Mam
(our only office) 352-5620.
Large sleeping room, share kitchen A bath.
$175 ♦ elec. Call to make an appt to see. Newlove Rentals. 328 S. Main (our only office).
352-5620.

APPLY AT:
WOOD COUNTY NURSING HOME
11080 E.GYPSY LANE RD.
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO
419-353-8411

Far East
ftrtifacts
Sale

Our firm is looking for individuals who want to
gam comprehensive management experience
next summer. Earn $6,000 to $10,000 per
summer. Positions available in select Cleveland suburbs. Columbus. Akron. Canton, and
more. Call 1 800-687-1960.
Readers Wanted. Please call 2-8495. Office of
Disability Resources
RESORT JOBS • Students Neededi
Earn to $1 ? -r and tips. Theme Parks. Hotels.
Spas, and more. Destinations include Florida.
Hawa". Colorado & So California. Call Resort
Employment Services 1-206-632-0150 eit.
R55441.
SPRING 8REAK! TRAVEL FREE with SunSplash Tours. Highest commission paid, lowest
prices. Campus Reps, needed to sell Jamaica,
Cancun. Bahamas. Daytona, Panama City.
Padre CALL 1-800-426-7710.

THAILAND

ON SUE
irilBI SUVICES HUM IM ML

SEFTMBffl 27 28 & 29

Student with car to work
doing fall yard clean-up
Call 686-4527.
T.A.S.P. International is looking for highly motivated, hard working students to (ill management positions for the summer of 1996. Gam
valuable expenence m all areas of business
while building your resume. Average earnings
are between $7,000-$9.000. Positions in most
Cleveland suburbs, Akron. Canton. Youngstown, Sandusky, and Toledo are filled on a first
come, first qualified basis. For more information call Man Scherer @ 1 -600-543-3792.

aja^W -^5f^
RESTAURANT

fc

CINEMARK THEATRES
Woodland
Moll
1234 N. Moin St.
354-0558
I THE BIG GREEN • PG 13
12:20,2:45.5:10,7:15, 9:25
* DEVIL IN A BLUE DRESS* R
12:50,3:00,5:20,7:35,9:45
DANGEROUS MINDS »R
12:40, 2:55, 5:30, 7:55, 9:55
NATIONAL LAMPOONS SEN'R
3:10 4 10:00

Turkey Melt
Gril led turkey breast i nd
con with tomato ar d
Am erican cheese serv ed
0 n sourdough bread
• Sandwich $3.4S 1

tVdd Coleslaw&

> MU4TclWBD66M.fcS

M Wf Volunteering often leads to employment
^^^ opportunities in the program.

5:25 & 7:45
SEVEN • R
1200, 2:25. 455. 7 25, 1000

FREE DELIVERY
*For more information, call the BGSU Recycling Program at 372-8909.

BG Newt Production Assistant
Position Available Immediately
Graphic Design Experience Helpful
In interested, Go to Student Employment
for information regarding this position.

Bowling Green has been
having good practices this week.

CINEMA 5

COUPON

Did You Know...

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Fishing Industry
Earn up to $3,ooo-$6,000* per month
Room & Boardl Transponationi Male/Female.
No experience necessary! (206)545-4155 ext
A55441

up with Ohio State's second and
third runners, if they do that,
they will put us in the positions to
win," Sink said.

352-5166

♦ No Posses
•Shows will change Friday
• Box office opens at 12:30

f

French Fries
•For $1.99

11"

3

726 E. Wooste r
(Lo :ated Behind IJP)
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BROADCAST STATIONS
Paid
Face the
Paid
Program
Program
Nation X
John Cooper Rocket
Replay
This Week Wiih David
Innkley x
Firing Line; To In*
Cathokc
Contrary
Nova "Siamese T*ms (R)
Newton's
(In Stereo) X
Apple I
NFL Sunday ■ M-'- ■ '<
NFL Films
Pies?rm

CD

Movie: •••• "TheGodrame' Parr H"(i97* Drama) Ai
ToBa
Community ToBa
Paid
Paid
ToBa
Program
Announced Pacno The saga ot t-e Co*ieone crime family continues
Announced Showcase
Announced Program
NFL Footbat Mwni Dotpfwis at Cncmnali Bengals From RrvertroM Slad<um (Live) X NFL Football San D«go Chargers at PittsCurghSteeiers
Frorr Three Rivers Stadium (live)"
Paid
Program

Paid
Paid
Program
Program
Your Genetic Code An
Emphasis Wisconsin

P*d
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

McLaughlin McLaughlin Nova Siamese Tw-ns" (R)
Market to
Second
(In Stereo) 1
One on One Group
Market
Opinion
Sew Many
Sewing With Lawrence Welk Show
Adam Smith: Tony Brown
La. Cookin' Frugal
Julia's
This Old
Raj lo Riches
Prvcrboat Show"
Nancy
Gourmet '! Quills
Kitchen
MouseU
NFL Post
NFL Football Dai'as Cowtoys ai Washington Redsluns FromRFK Stadium (
McMillan Cotee Teao-Cyan.de"
GameX
Stereo Lrve) X
Movie: 'Percy ana Thunder {Wi. Drama; James Ean
Lifestyles
Home Again Travel Travel Matn Floor
Th.sWeekin Lighter S1(|<- |rhn fter-kin
Jones A retired bcaer and his protege enter the big t*ne
R)
ol Sports
[Motorsports
Baseball
Coach (In
Golden Girls Empty Nest
Major League Baseball DetrM Tgers at Baltimore Onc-ies f- rom Orroie Park at
Coach (In
Transition rAmerican Gladiators m
Cam<ien vards (Iwe)
Stereo) X
(In Siereo. X (in stereo) It:
Stereo) X
Sle*eoj 1
Thieves ol
Time 8

eekend:,l\eality

CABLE STATIONS
S-ience

Movie: •# Hston/ ot tne Woiia Part r(i98i| The foibles Movie: t» 'T<vSurvrvofs"(i983)RorjmW*iams. Jerry
Reod The kves of two tart-of men rterbwrw ■tevocably.

COM Theater 3000 of crvfized man are satirised in an ep»c comedy
ESPN

NFL Gameday

Movie: • *'» 'Pcpey*"(t980 Comedy) Robn Williams
The catoon sai«r and his friends come to song-filled life
PGA Golf Southern Open - Final Round
From Pine Mounlam. Ga

Auto Racing NASCARWmstonCup--TysonHo'y Farms400 From Not" Wilkesowo NASCAR
Speedway. NC (lrve)
Shop Talk

Movie: WW Thing'(1987) A boy raist-dty Movie: #•• 6arman"|i989) Mthaei Keaton The carded Movie: Ccvterieads (1993) The'Saturday
a bag lady bc-omes an uman crime fighter crusader vows lo rid Gotham C*y of the Joker PG-13 1 Night lrve' aliens adjust to irfe on Earth X

O1O0)Movie:eS "UAUoney 'tiW4
HBO Comedy)MelanieGriffith PG'3 if
Sports
Pro Football (Game Time
SC Advisors
Insider
I
Mystery
Galacto
SCIFI Magic
World Wrestling
Eiosquad
USA In Stereo)X Federation Action Zone

Women's College Volleyball Arizona ai
Stanford (R)

Major League Baseball Kansas C«y Royals at Cleveland moans From Jacobs Few lUve)

Fantasy Worlds of Irwin Allen A retrospect ve ot me
career o> producer director lrw*i Alien (R)

U.F.O. Eiposed
Wing* ,Siereo) X

Wings Uss Movie: taV'AAen Marion (1968) James Caan A
Jenkins' X detective teams up with an alien to slop a d»ug dealer

Movie: et'j Phantasm
(1979) Michael BaiOwvi

Movie: a* "Sfar Trek V. The f mat Frontier" (1969) The
Enterprise crew is kidnapped by a renegade Vulcan

Weekend
R
eekend Reality

SUNDAY EVENING

L j *.oo i ^3017^
CD
CD
®

CD

News I

CBS News

Movie: "A CftKH MttaW>>(19K] A ba:kwcods
recluse comes lo the art 61 a kidnapped chad X

W Mtnutes (in Stereo) X Cybrfl (In
Stereo) I

A IT-, si
Perfect

VFl Football: Chargers
ai Sleeps

Brotherty

Low 9

Minor
Ad|ust

Mad About
Voux

Hope*
Gloria t

Movie: In the (me ot Duty Hun; lor Justice (1995) A rrtws.K
detective and an FBI ageni trail a trooper's killers X

Siskel A
Eben

Forever Knight Outsde
the Lines" (In Stereo)

Baywalch N grits

Home
Videos

Home
Videos

Lois & Clark-Superman

Movie: TnaioyFee'(1995. Drama) GailOGrady A Paid
leache* faces charges after a student commits suicide Program

Paid
Program

Highway
Patrol

Lawrence W elk Show
Riverboat S> ow"

People in Motion "An
Innovaoon Miseries' X

American Promise i in
Stereo) (Part 1 ot 3) X

Movie:*** Where Angels Fe&r lo Tread" (1991) A
Brush widow enters into an affair with a young Italian

Todays 1st Alive TV iln Alive TV (In (Oil Air)
Ed
Siereo) :tr Siereo)X

Shostwrrter Ghostwrile* Austin City Limits (P) (In American Promise iln
'In Stereo) (in Stereo) Stereo)
Stereo) (Part 1 ol 3) X

Movie: •»• Were Anoeis fear to rread"(i99i) A
Bnttsh widow enters ir.t; an affair wtfh a young Italian

lAtwer's Choice

(Oil Air)
Pointman Blind &de"
lR)(in Stereo) X

Star Trek-Voyager Non Space: Above and
Sequ*tur (in Stereo $
Beyond (in Stereo) <f

Simpsons
(in Stereo)

World of National
Geographic

Emergency
Rosennne
(In Stereo)

Eitremists

Star Trek: Voyager Nofl Home
Sequiur' (I-Stereo) .*
Improve.
Robin Williams:Off the
COM Wall (R)

KathyAMoShow
Parallel Lives (R)

H

Too
Married
Something With

Misery
Loves

labvton 5 "Acts of
b.--'r.- nSMMOl 1

asr asr

Lonesome Dove: The
Outlaw Yean

Renegade ' The Batiad ot Movie: **') "Fourth
DB Cooper'(inStereo) Story (1991. Mystery)

Siar Trek: Oeep Space
Nina "The Adversary" X

Home
Improve.

Htm

Sports Xtra LiveShol lr..-rori:::;- Straight
Talk*
Eptsode-flnStereofX

Comedy
Network 2

Exit 57

Home
Improve.

Movie:** His/ory or" me Work] Pant (19BV
Comedy) Mel B<ooks. Madehne Kahn

llovia: »•'> Black Beauty' (1994.
HBO Drama) Sean Bean (In Stereo) 'G' X

Uovie:.* AirfiearJs(l994tComedjl
Brendan Fraser (In Stereo) PG-13X

rVm
Volleyball

But.e,e
Race

Movie t. .
SCIFI ■f-unrasnrt 1979)
USA

HL Hockey M«""csota Moose at Los An geies Ice Dogs (Lrve)

Tw.hqhl
Zont«

TalesDarkside

Amazing
Stories X

MONDAY KVENING

[Amazing
Siories«

Murder, She Wrote
Armed Response" X

Kenneth
Copeland

Absolutely DropFabulous
Donkey

Behind the London
Frontline
Und

Sportscentef ■

NFL Primetime |R|

Movie: •- 'M**Mbnex'(t994)Ahoo»ersio*saway Comedj He r:Ba<
Maher Stuff hal Struck
at the home ol a suburban widowet 'PG-I3X

From
Belmont

ilovit: "Sharon'sSec/ef (1995)Acalatonictoen
may be ihe only clue lo a double murder X

Highway
Patrol

Star Trek: Deep Space
Nina "The Adversary" X

Baseball Torvght
Senior PGA Golf Vantage ChampionsiHi - Final
Regular Season Wrap Up Round From Ctemmons N.C.

SC

Gunsmoke' The Colonel" Night Sland
HnStereol

Beverly Hills. 90210 iln
StereofX

'GAGoH Southern Open NFL Primetime
ESPN - Final Round
Happ.lv
Ever After

Newstt

Prime Cuts On Pit Road: Final
Edition

Sd FiBuzi «ystery
Magic

Virtual World
Competition

Twilight

Renegade "Headou'
(in Siereo) n

Silk StaJUngs'Sweet
Punishment (In Stereo)

Silk Stalkinos Team
Sp.r.i (R)(lrTsie'eo) *.

Ml

TalesDarkside

Impact''ft

College Football Auburn
at Kentucky
Ama;,nq
Stories X

Amazing
Stories «

Highlander: The Series
' Nowhe-e lo Run X
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BROADCAST STATIONS
News it

CBS News

Wbeel ol
Fortune ■

Jeopardy'

Nanny (In
st-H ; ti

Cant Hurry Murphy
Love U
Brown"

*ws«

NBC News

Enl
Tonighl

Hard Copy

Fresh
Prince

nlhe
House X

»e«

ABCWorlO Cops iln
News
Stereo) S.

81

Practical
Purposes

Business
Report

m

JacNeillehrer
Newshour I

Frugal
Gourmet

Wild
American Promise'in
America I Siereo)(Pa-i2ot3)l(

Home
Improve.

Semleld
The Pitch'

Coach i'

CD

Country
Dinosaurs
Music USA (In Storeo)

Highway
Patrol

©

Simpsoni
(In Siereo)

CD
CD

[Most
Wanted

Roseanne
' Vegas' JC

IChicagoHope Flv?
From the Dea^ <r

Movie: "F<ow lor Justice The Nancy Conn Story"
(1995. Drama) Manlu Henier. Doug Savant X

News tj

Lale Show Actor A"3y
Late Late
Dick singer Shama Twain Shows

News «

Tonighl Show (In Siereo) Late Night

srsmo]

Marshal Heartbreak; Kid
(In Stereoi K

NFL Football [ii.'-alo 8-s at Cleveland Browns From Cleveland StaOum (In
Stereo Lrve) X

American Promise ■
Stereo) (Part 2 of 3) %

People's Plague: Tuberculosis in America Story ot EastEnders Charlie Rose (In Siereo)
America's war to eradcate lubercutoss (In Stereo) X

(OB Air)

People's Plague: Tuberculosis in America S'ory c' Being
America's war to eradicate lubercutoss (In Stereo) X Servid

Chtrlw Rose (In Stereoi

Instructional

UetroM Place Drawing
Henry" (In Stereo) X

Partners
'Pnmo" X

Star Trek Vojager
'Twisted'(In Storeo) X

Married...
With

Night Court Stephanie MMr (In
Siereo)

LAPD (In
Siereo) B

Star Trek: Voyager
'Twisled" (In Stereo) X

Live Shot' Towenrvg
Wemos" (In StereofX

Press Box

Stephanie Miller (h
Siereo)

Home
Improve.

Home
Improve.

Star Trek Voyage:
Twisled'' (In Stereo) X

Live Shot IcA-Tin
lnlemos"(lnStereorx

News

Politically
Incorrect

Kids in the Absolulely
Hall
Fabulous

Whose
Line?

Saturday Night Uve
Harvey KeiteT

HacNeiUlenrer
Newshour i.'

Simpsons
(In Stereoi

III Not for
You X

Ned and
SlacsyX

Rush
Limbaugh

kCA'S-H 11 Rush
Limbaugh

Press Boi

Paid
Program

Harried...
With

Star Trek: The Neil
Staphankl
Generation (In Stereo) % Miller

Politically
Incorrect

Kidainlhe Mystery Science Theater
Hall
3(IM "Fugitive Alan ■ (R)

Timber
Strita

Sportscenter V

CABLE STATIONS
SUndUp
COM SUnd-Up
ESPN
HBO
SC
SCIFI

Jp Close

Whose
Line'
Sportscenter

Hone: . ' Ol* TO Slrono "11993) Mark )a :ascos
vtanial ails sel lo muse sltaighlen out ba d im x
Tonite

From
Belli ont

in Million Oollsi Man
Oearh Probe''

Rtntpadi "Hot Tip' (In
USA Siereo)X

Drop
Donkey

»iFL Prime Monda/

Movia: t* '8oJiigPoinr(i993
Drama) Wesley Sn»pes R' X

Coach Lou
Holt;

P-eca of the Browns' Game Time
r,ame

Twilight
ZontTC

TaknDaffcside

Quantum Leap (In
Siereo) X

Wings X

Murder, She Wrote
"Murder ai the Oasis' X

M

London
Und.

Auto Racing NASCAR S^pe'Truck
Series -- Lowe's 150

Futbol
Mundial

□ream On
(In Stereo)

Secrels ol
SpeM

Larry
Uovie: Truman (19951 Gary Smise Harry Truman
Sanders ■ becomes America's presKJenl at a crucial hour X

College Soccer Wake Forest at Maryland

Movia: ••»,7 "Dr,'ci/U"( 1931. Horror) One Step
Bela Lugosi. Helen Cvandier X
Beyond
WWF: Monday Night
Raw

Twilighl
ZONX

IBaseball
Tonight
IHovie:***
iTeariess"

College Football
Louaviiie ai Memphis
TskraDarksirJe

Foravat Knight "Outside Wings Ths Wings :rr
re Lnes-i.m Stereoi X
OH mtw

Quantum Leap (In
Stereo) .1
Quantum Leap Nowhere
lo Run • August 10,1966"

70% • ScfitemSvt 29. 1995 • fi*$c ft

Weekend Reality

Crossing the musical spectrum

PORN FLAKES appeal to diverse crowds
BAND REVIEW
By Aaron Weisbrod
When it comes to the local music scene, it's arguable that no band is
heavier than the rap/metal quintet known as PORN FLAKES .
Clocking-in at nearly 1200 pounds, PORN FLAKES kick out some of
the heaviest jams known to mankind, combining aspects of rock, rap,
funk, speed metal, disco, and even country into a groovable flow that has
had people swarming ID the clubs they appear at for nearly the past year
and a half.
But contary to what one might think upon hearing PORN FLAKES
tightly-knit sound, Joe D., Todd, Kev, Pat, and Grinch didn't originally plan
on forming a band, especially not one that would evolve into one of the
most popular bands in the area.
"Basically we hung-out and pamed in Waterville in this real 'Leave it to
Beaver' situation where we all lived together." Said Todd, the bands phenomenal speed-metal influenced guitarist. "We got to doing this and
thought 'Man, we gotta get this stuff [put] down. Then we got a bass
player.-"
As a true testemant to the band's talent, they had their first show
booked as the opening act for this area's own groove-master Kid Rock
before they even had found a suitable bass player.
"We got Pat because he has that really funky groove going on..." Todd
explained. "And as it ends up Kid Rock really liked our show so we
ended-up doing a bunch of shows with him. We even got to play a show

already insane shows. (Writer's note: The figure off eight people does not
include the constant stream of stage-divers, body surfers, or other people
from the audience who manage to make their way on to the stage).
What might surprise a lot of people is that even though PORN
FLAKES's music is on the heavier side, that it is not all inspired by anger
and rage like the music put out by bands such as Pantera.
"It's not always on the angry side," Commented Todd. "It's basically a
satire [of] the way we look at everything in everyday life, [like] the way
the media plugs things."
Todd went on to explain that humor is a laige component of PORN
FLAKES music.
"[We also sing about] the things we like and we slap our own sense of
humor, or senselessness of humor, on it."
A perfect example of this can be heard in the song "Dave," which
appears on the Sin Klub double CD compilation CD "Exposed II: Spreading the Disease."
True to the PORN FLAKES own unique style of humor, the song is
about...THEMSELVESI
"We don't need a gang cuz we've got each other" PORN FLAKES s
vocalist Joe D. sings in the song.
'Joe's the one that's got the lyrics going on, and he just flows, he rules."
Todd said when asked about PORN FLAKES influences and inspirations.
"We sing about reality." He furthered.
Another major factor that draws people to PORN FLAKES is the
band's unique style of music, which transends too many genres of music
to be classified by any one style or label.
"We got the brutal groove happening. It's brutal and heavy." Todd
explained.
But rather than singing in a more "typical" heavy metal fashion. Joe D.
has a much more rap-like style of delivery, which, when combined with

See Porn/ cont. on p. 8
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with him at the State Theatre in Detroit, which was just
incredible."
One of the biggest appeals of PORN FLAKES (besides
their totally awesome music, which I'll describe in more
detail in a little bit) is the band's live performances, which
are more likely to remind one of a theatrical production
rather than a music concert.
"When you listen to the tape you hear the music, but
when you come to see the show you also get to see everything we're singing about happening up on stage." Todd
explained.
To help them obtain this feat, the PORN FLAKES
recruited Hecto Destructo and a few others to help truly
bring the band's music to life.
"While we're always hoppin' and floppin' on stage,
there's also always going to be other stuff going on too to
make you go '....Oh wow.'"
Regardless of the size of the stage they're playing on,
there are often times up to eight people on stage at once, all
helping to bring even more excitement to PORN FLAKES 's
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Weekend Reality

Crossing the musical spectrum

PORN FLAKES appeal to diverse crowds
BAND REVIEW
By Aaron Welsbrod
W hen it comes to the local music scene, it's arguable that no band is
heavier than the rap/metal quintet known as PORN FLAKES .
Clocking-in at nearly 1200 pounds, PORN FLAKES kick out some of
the heaviest jams known to mankind, combining aspects o< rock, rap,
funk, speed metal, disco, and even country into a groovable flow that has
had people swarming to the clubs they appear at for nearly the past year
and a half.
But contary to what one might think upon hearing PORN FLAKES
tightly-knit sound, Joe D., Todd, Kev, Pat, and Grinch didn't originally plan
on forming a band, especially not one that would evolve into one of the
most popular bands in the area
"Basically we hung-out and partied in Waterville in this real 'Leave it ID
Beaver' situation where we all lived together." Said Todd, the bands phenomenal speed-metal influenced guitarist."We got to doing this and
thought 'Man, we gotta get this stuff [put] down. Then we got a bass
player..'
As a true testemant to the band's talent, they had their first show
booked as the opening act for this area's own groove-master Kid Rock
before they even had found a suitable bass player.
"We got Pat because he has that really funky groove going on..." Todd
explained. "And as it ends up Kid Rock really liked our show so we
ended-up doing a bunch of shows with him. \\fc even got to play a show

already insane shows. (Writer's note: The figure off eight people does not
include the constant stream of stage-divers, body surfers, or other people
from the audience who manage to make their way on to the stage).
What might surprise a lot of people is that even though PORN
FLAKES's music is on the heavier side, that it is not all inspired by anger
and rage like the music put out by bands such as Pantera
"It's not always on the angry side," Commented Todd. "It's basically a
satire [of] the way we look at everything in everyday life, [like] the way
the media plugs things."
Todd went on to explain that humor is a laige component of PORN
FLAKES music.
"[We also sing about] the things we like and we slap our own sense of
humor, or senselessness of humor, ~T it."
A perfect example of this can be heard in the song "Dave," which
appears on the Sin Klub double CD compilation CD "Exposed II: Spread
ing the Disease."
True to the PORN FLAKES own unique style of humor, the song is
about.THEMSELVESI
"We don't need a gang cuz we've got each other" PORN FLAKES 's
vocalist Joe D. sings in the song.
"Joe's the one that's got the lyrics going on, and he just flows, he rules."
Todd said when asked about PORN FLAKES influences and inspirations.
"We sing about reality." He furthered.
Another major factor that draws people to PORN FLAKES is the
band's unique style of music, which transends too many genres of music
to be classified by any one style or label.
"We got the brutal groove happening. It's brutal and heavy." Todd
explained.
But rather than singing in a more "typical" heavy metal fashion, Joe D.
has a much more rap-like style of delivery, which, when combined with

See Porn/ cont. on p. 8
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with him at the State Theatre in Detroit, which was just
incredible."
One of the biggest appeals of PORN FLAKES (besides
their totally awesome music, which I'll describe in more
detail in a little bit) is the band's live performances, which
are more likely to remind one of a theatrical production
rather than a music concert.
"When you listen to the tape you hear the music, but
when you come to see the show you also get to see everything we're singing about happening up on stage." Todd
explained.
To help them obtain this feat, the PORN FLAKES
recruited Hecto Destructo and a few others to help truly
bring the band's music to life.
"While we're always hoppin' and floppin' on stage,
there's also always going to be other stuff going on too to
make you go '....Oh wow."
Regardless of the size of the stage they're playing on,
there are often times up to eight people on stage at once, all
helping to bring even more excitement to PORN FLAKES 's
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5ci-Fi Trader Matrii AW..dn,-:sstoHis
SCIFI
Method"

A Hitchcock One Step
Beyond

Uaior Dad
(UOO)
Major Dad
Quantum Leap (In Stereo)
USA Magnum. PI.
lln Stceo) X (In Stereo; :« 5

Composers' Specials
Muse and storytelling (R

Inside the
PGA Tour

This Week in NASCAR
Sports/
Frc-nNcrthW.lkesboro.NC Heallh

Spon-t/
Heallh

Night
Gallery

Ray
Bradbury

Ripley's Believe It or Not

Voyagers! The Voyagers
ol the TlaniC

Bionic Woman Beyond the
Call"

Scrabble

Qu'CkS'l«er

Press You'
Luck

Knighl Rider Knghtd the
Phoenn"(Pan 2 of2)X

Highlander. The Series
Avengng A^ger X

FRIDAY KVKNINC.
1 6:00 I 6:30 1 7:00 1 7:30 1 8:00 | 8:30 1 9:00 | 9:30 1 10:00 1 10:30 1 11:00 1 11:30 1 12:00 1 12:30
JHU^M

CD

CBS News

Wheel of
Fortune K

Jeopardy!

Dweebs
Slereo) X.

Bonnie
Hunt X

Picket Fences "Reap the American Gottlic "A Tree News:?
WhirhwxT (In Stereo) X Grows m Trinrty" X

Late Show (In Steteo) 31

C)

News 1

NBC News

Ent.
Tonight

Hard Copy
X.

vlaior League Baseball Kansas City Rjya sat Cleveland Injuns From Jacobs
F*!d (Lrvefv

News 31

©

News

ABC World
News

Cops (In
Stereo)X

Most
Wanted

=amily
Mallets «

Boy Meets
World 1

Step by
Step B

M'A'S'H X Rulh
Limbaugh

©

French in
Action

Business
Report

MacNeillehrer
Newshour X.

Washington Week

Wall Street
Week 1

Germans Portrait ot a
Talking Witt David Frost Adam
New Nation fin Stereo) I Gen Colm FN well X
Smith

Wan Slice!

Mr Copper

20/30 JI

Nightl ne »

[Off Air)
;Otl»ir|

Star Trek: Tt eNeit
Married...
Generation ParaBeis" ■ With

Night Cou- Stephanie HiHer il'Top Judge' Slereo)

Week ■

Nova "Siamese Twins
(R) lln Slereo) .ft

■fome
Improve.

Simpsons
(In Stereo)

Semteld iSiereo) if

Coach K.

strange Luck "Last
Chance (In Stereo) X

X-Files' Paperckp* jr

CD

-Ountry
Musk USA

Dinosaurs
(In Stereo)

High*a.
Patrol

LAPD (In
Slereo) X.

dipper

High Tide The Last
Fignl

0D

Simpsons
(In Sierec;

Roseanne
(In Slereo)

Home
Improve.

Home
Improve.

Movie:*** ■"Prefh,*nPf<i"(i986. Drama) Apooeclectic leen is romanced by a weaihy classmate

News

Movie:** "rheSunvwrs (1983)RobinWitliams
The kves of two lard-orf nen intertwine irrevocably

Movie:**'.- 'Popeye (i980,R:»inWiNafns The
cartoon sailor and his trends come to song-filled life

Robin WWiemi: Off the
Wall id]

L'p Close

Bilhards Chaaenge o)
Champions ■- Semrlmai

Press Boi

Rush
Limbaugh

ACROSS FROM PISANELLO'S
206 N. Main, B.C. 352-2163
Open: Mon.-Sat. 11-4

You'll Find It
At PAUPER'S

$2.00 OFF
•Limit 1 Coupon per customer per visit,

no other discounts apply

EXP. 11 -30-95

Absolutely the Largest
and Most Unique Selection
of Imported Beers.

Used Cars

This It America

McLaughlin WashingGroup
ton Week

PAUPER'S BOOKS

Tonight Show (In Stereo) Lale Night
, Slereo)

Talking With David Frost Being
steau X.
Served

Frugal
Gourmet

6D
€D

Late Late
Shows

Mystecy! B " Mii'IN
Bawy VI" IP H60I6IK

MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour K.

purchase of $5 or more in used books
with coupon*

Movie: •' I' IMk Money"
(i994)WeaneGri«i1h «

Ausfalian Rules Foolbali
Prelmnary Final

Scrabble

$2".00 OFF

Stephanie Miller (in
Slereo)

Press 60s

Paid
Program

W~

Star Trek: The Neit
Steohanic
Generation Pen Pars "TC

Pclilnall,
Inconecl

Kids in the
Hall

CABLE STATIONS
COM
ESPN
HBO
SC

Sportscenter

1500) Movie: •'* "MM
Mone>"(1994)'PG-13 X
Tonite

Buckeye
Race

Si> Million Dollar Man
SCIFI The Uttvnate Impostor"
USA

Renegade iwriRe-m"
(in Stereo)X

Eddie
Robinson
Inside the NFL (R) (in
Stereo) V

Boring: Arthur W*ams vs Jeremy Wiibams (Lrve) X. SponscenterT

Movie: **"> 'Timecop"(t994, Science Tales From Movie: *'i "ScannerCop' (1993) Ateiepaihc poke
the Crypt K othcer battles brainwashed assassins 'Ft X
iction) JeanC'aude van Damme *fl'
c

Myslery Science Theater
3000101

* Party Balls & Supplies

Baseball
Tonight

Speedweek

* State Minimum Prices

Comedy
Ha l-HO-r

fledempliOO"

From
Belmont

A-League Soccer Championship Game 1 (Live)

Women's College Volleyball Arizona ai Stanford
(L*e)

ftustralian Rules
Football G'and Finale

Twilight

ZontT.

C-Net
Central

Quantum Leap
Daughter of Sin" X

Space Rangers Death
9efore Dishonor"

War ol the Worlds The
True Believer (in Stereo)

Quantum Leap
' Daughter ol &' X

Wings (In
Ste-eo) "

Wings (In
Slereo) «

Murder. She Wrote
Murder Takes the Bus"

Uovie: **» "SearHe-e (1^9. Drama) AI Paono. Ellen Barkm
A detective becomes involved with a murder suspect (In Stereo)

Twilight

ESm

C-Net
Central (fll

Movie: •• "indece.'>cy"(i992. Drama)
Jenr.rler Beals (It Stereo} I

SATURDAY [MORNING
SEPTEMBER 30,1995
5:00
5:30 1 6:00 1 6:30 1 7:00 1 7:30 1 8:00 1 8:30 1 9:00 1 9:30 1 10:00 1 10:30 1 11:00

South Side 6
Where the Party Starts!
737 S. Main
352-8639
SAVE 15% WITH THIS AD

BROADCAST STATIONS

CD

a)
5>

(3 00) Home Shopping
Spree

Beakman's
World X

Really Wild
Animals X

Agncountry

Paid
Program

News lor
Kids

J.S. Farm
Report

Today Che! Jacques Pepvi discusses wi'd mushrooms (In Saved by
Bell
Slereo) X

'rick News
i" Stono]

Gladiators
2000

Bill Nye the Sing Me a
Science Guy Story*

Paid
Program

;0(1 Air)

Headline
News

m

Who's the
Boss? if

CD

i4 00) Movie: *' i Ugh and Cartoons
Hacpy "0947) Eddie Albert

0D

Paid
Program

CABLE

Iron Win

■

Stereo)

Fantastic
Four

Baby Huey
Kids
Classics

Straight Talk For My People

Monster
Mania

Mega Man

Reboot (i-.

Bugs Bunny
ft Tweety *

Fudge 8r|
LitlleL* ".

Stono] I
Today's
Gourmet

Puule Place Lamb Chop
nSfereoi «

Ulster
Rogers *

Nature Designed for
Irvvtg" (R) (In Stereo) *

Wild
Kingdom

Carmen
Sdirgo

Power
Rangers

Eek'strava-

Spider-Man Tick (in
(In Stereo)* Slereol ff

X-Men (in
Stereo) *

Furniture on Collector
Ihe Mend
Cars

Computer
Chronicles

Masked
Ride- -

Skysurter
Strike Force

Double
Dragon

Street
Sharks

Action Man
;tn Steieo)

Da-kstalkers WMAC
Masters

Gladiato-s
2000

Jelly Bean
Jungle

Carmen
Sdiego

Po-ver
Rangers

Masked
Rider*

Spider-Man Tick iln
(In Stereo) X Stereo) *

Rhoda I-M
Wo-ksOu!

Rhoda.

Benny Hill

Ultimate
Outdoors

American
Hunter

Eek'stravagania *

Master
Chefs

AWFWarnorsot Wrestling
X-Men (in
Stereo)*

STATIONS
Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

inside Sr.
ESPN
PGA

Speedweek
Hi

Racehorse
Digest (Ft)

Sponscenier (R)

(4 50)Movie: •*'> rimecop'(t994)
Movie:»t') "AdOams Famny Values
HBO Jean-Oaude Van Damme (In Steieol R « (1993. Comedy) Anjetica Husion PG-13

USA

NBA Inside
Stud

Sing Me a
Story I

Paid
COM Progr.Tn

Australian Rules Football
Preliminary Final (R)

Paid
SCIFI Program

Felix the Cat

Celrlornia
Dreams *

Joyol
Painting

Kidsongs (1" Shining
Barney ft
TimeSnton Friends n
SlereolV

Free Willy [In George of
S:m:: X
the Jungle

Santo
Bugito X

Bump m the
Night X

Michigan

©

Zoo Today
Hang Time
Saved by
in Stereo) I Bell

Smpiy
Painting

Adventures
ol Madeline

Oil Air)
(0(1 Air)

SC

News*

Paid
Program

(3 30) Movie: Bloomberg
N,gh!-Cor/ TV

Movie: • *' i "Attotl and Ccstelto Meet the Keyswe
Kops"(i95S Comedy) Bud Abbott Lou Costeiio

Monty
Python

Hunting
Strategies

Back
Country

WSCAR
Today

Slop the
Smoqg.es1

.egend ol
White Fang

wovie:«» Oerv7SffiefVfi?nJce"(i987,
Comedy) Victor OMittia. (In Slereo) G' 31

Outdoor
Adventure

American
Shooter

Great
Outdoors.*'

Shakespeare nside the
NFL (R) 8.
Tales

This Week in NASCAR
From North Wilkesboro. N C

Uotorsports Hour (R)

Body by
Jake

Outdoor
Gazette

Pro Football Fantasy
Insider
Sports

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

'.id
Program

Uovie:**'-The Venus Wa/s"(l989.Sc«nceF>cl<ri)
Anmated Earthings cotontze a now-habitable Venus

Land of the
Giants

Bloomberg
TV

Bloomberg
TV

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

'aid
Program

Paid
Program

WildCAJ.S.

S-Nst
Central

Sports 101

World Wrestling
Federation Mania
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Sports
Advisors

SDIVMG All yOU* COMIC AND SPORT* CAB
ASK ABOUT OUR TOE KSCltVAnON SUVKX
COMKS-SfOffTS CAODS ACTION I1GUKIS

couicTMe sumio

111 i. MAIN ST {MINI MAU)

■MUM (MM

MOH-nifs-nnnt-SAT me-fct*
WlDlFTflllMTflfl
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Ever since a pale-faced, black-caped
Bela Lugosi stepped onto the big screen in
1931 as Count Dracula, Hollywood has had
an ongoing love affair with vampires. From
flop comedies (Jim Carey's early-80's "Once
Bitten") to teen films (the Corey Haim and
Corey Feldman-based "The Lost Boys") to larger than liie
epics (Neil Jordan's
1994 interpretation of
Anne Rice's Interview With the
Vampire). Hollywood has
made fair use of the mythological blood-drinking immortals who roam the earth
neither live or dead.
Unlike other Hollywood
monsters, the vampire has
survived over the course of
the past 60 years and has
transcended the boundaries
of film to establish its niche in
American popular culture.
According to Michael
Gingold, managing editor of
Fangoria. a magazine which
focuses on the horror film
genre, the vampire character
has survived through the
years due to its versitility and
appeal.
"Vampires are the most
human monsters, and they are
often presented as seducers
and that is something that people are drawn to and can identify with,"
Gingold said.
Gingold said many other Hollywood monsters did not survive over
the years due to limited development and lack of depth in their characters.
"Take the wolfman, for example. He turns from man to wolf and
that's about it. But with the vampire character, there are many different approaches you can take with it," he said.
According to Gingold. those different approaches to the vampire myth are what have kept the vampire an ever-present character in American culture.
One of the most well-known vampire stories is Bram
Stoker's late nineteenth century novel, Dracula. In 1997, Bram
Stoker's classic story will turn 100 years old and, as Leonard
Wolf writes in the introduction to the 1992 Signet paperback
printing of Dracula. "Not long enough, one would suppose,
for Count Dracula, an invented monster, after all, to have
become so entrenched in the imagination of the west as
to seem a figure that has come down to us from the
farthest reaches of antiquity."
Stoker's vision of Dracula is the image that most
Americans are likely to associate with vampires, and
also the one that was brought to the big screen in
Tod Browning's 1931 film, Dracula, starring Bela
Lugosi. Since then, the red-lipped, pale vampire
who moves by night and sleeps by day, and who is
susceptible to crosses, mirrors, holy water, and garlic has been
the basis for scores of vampire movies that have been made over the
course of the past 60 years, including Dracula's Daughter (1936). Billy the

Kid Versus Dracula (1965), and The Legend of the Seven Golden Vampires
(1974). Stokers chilling and hypnotic classic was brought to the big screen
in Francis Ford Coppola's 1992 film. Bram Stoker's Dracula, starring
Winona Ryder as Mina Harker, Keanu Reeves as Johnathan Harker. Sir
Anthony Hopkins as the vampire-hunting Dr. Van Helsing and Gary
Oldman as the ancient Count Dracula.
Stoker's novel formed the backbone of vampire mythology throughout
the twentieth century until the emergence of Anne Rice's Interview With
the Vampire 89 years later.
Interview With the Vampire is the first book of The Vampire Chronicles,
which have spanned the course of five books, the fifth and rumored final
chapter of the saga being the recently released. Memnoch the Devil.
Interview With the Vampire introduces the guilt-ridden
and redemption-seeking vampire, Louis, who confesses his
story of immortal life to a young interviewer. Over the
course of the book, the reader is introduced to the vampire,
Lestat. who made Louis a vampire, and Claudia, a child
vampire created by Lestat, and chronicles their lives and
travels together.
The Vampire Lestat. the second of The Vampire Chronicles,
released in 1985, nine years after the release of Interview
with the Vampire, details I-cst.it s transformation into a
vampire and his journey from a mortal nineteenth century
actor in Paris to a late twentieth century rock star in the
United States. This book also develops characters introduced in the first book and introduces new characters to
more fully develop Rice's eathwalking dynasty of vampires.
The third book of the series, Queen oj the Damned, is told
through the eyes of Lestat and weaves together events
fromt he lives of a number of characters, both vampires and
mortals, to deepen the complexity of her vampire world,
while the fourth book. Tale o/ the Body Thief, is the story of
Lestat's quest to find his immortal body after it has been
switched with a body of a mortal. Initially, Lestat agrees to
this switch because he believes he wants to be mortal
again, but once he possesses a mortal body he wishes to
once again be a vampire.
Memnoch the Devil begins with Lestat's strange visions
and paranoia that someone is following him. Lestat is eventually taken
from the world by a character named Memnoch, who claims to be the
devil. Lestat is able to witness Creation, Heaven and Purgatory, and must
decide if he believes in the Devil or God and which of the two he wishes
to serve.

The overwhelming success of The Vampire Chronicles is
due in part to Rice's reinventing of the vampire
myth, according to Gingold.
"Anne Rice created sort of a romantic
vampire notion," Gingold said. "She
helped humanize vampires. Most vampires
before hers were villanous creatures. She
created an entire mythology."

'ciA in n i wii
»:-,■.". MhtIN • 1U-IMI

SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT)
No Children or Infants Under 17 Admitted
Ptctufe 10 Required
Lu<E /:uo Iwmnom At

THE

Ooot

See vampires /p.8

Nightly 7 00 4 9 45
Sat Sun. Mat 2:00 & 4:30
No Passes

PULP FICTION
Fri. Sat. 12 Midnight Only
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strange customers that
Reardon has met.
■I had the Ku Klux
Kl.in come in one night.
They showed me their
membership cards and
everything and told me
that they were out looking tor some minorities
to beat up on."
Fights and bar brawls
are also a common occurrence that a bartender
witnesses in a typical
evening. Reardon said
she believes that a full
moon seems to bring out
the strangest behavior in

you an I.D. and then
looks away, you can kind
of tell that they're trying
to pull something. I had
three guys come in once
and the one gave me his
I.D. which said he was
born in 1969. 1 could tell
he wasn't so I made him
sign his name to see if it
matched that on the card.
It was way off. He even
spelled the name wrong
and then called me an
asshole when I pocketed
his I.D."
For all the enjoyment
that Bejaige has gotten

I've gotten hit with beer bottles
before when fights break out.
I also had some girl grab my
butt on her 21st birthday.
her patrons.
"The place always
seems to be the most
packed on full moon
nights. One time I saw a
guy beat up on his girlfriend and stuff her into
a trash can in front of
everyone."
Reardon isn't alone
in her experiences with
the occasional odd
customer. Bret Perry and
Janan Bejaige, both
bartenders at BW-3 on
176 East Wooster Street,
have had to put up with
everything from the
occasional vomiting
barhopper to pyrotic
firemen.
Perry, who started
helping out as a
barbacker while in the
U.S. Navy, is no stranger
to the physical abuse
that bartenders take.
"I've gotten hit with
beer bottles before when
fights break out." Perry
said. "I also had some girl
grab my butt on her 21st
birthday."
Perry said that fake
I.D.s are one of the more
common problems that
he encounters in a night.
"When a guy gives

7VK • Sefitemtt* 29. t99S

out of her three years of
bartending at various
bars in B.C., there have
been some experiences
that she would prefer not
to repeat.
"I once had a group of
firemen who started
doing flaming Dr. Peppers at the bar that I was

working for at that time,"
said Bejaige. "One of
them caught his arm on
fire and then fell off his
bar stool. We patted out
the fire and then threw
the group out."
It's the little hassles
that seem to bring about
the most problems for
bartenders, according to
Bejaige.
"Everyone wants a
free drink for everything
and when we give out a
tree shot for a birthday,
they never tipf*
People who wave
money, whistle for service and tip pennies are
also at the bottom of her
list.
"I have a great time
watching people while
they drink, but I don't think
people understand that in
between serving a million
people in a night we also
have to change kegs, wash
glasses and do other things."
So the next time that
you're out for a night of
boozing it up at one of the
many bars throughout B.C.,
try to remember a few of the
things that a bartender goes
through on a regular night
before you toss that beer
bottle or proclaim your
divinity.

$1.00 Fare

For Elderly (65+), Handicapped Persons, & Children 4-13 w/Adult
Transit I.D. Card Required
•Available al Grant's Adnumiiraior's Office. 354-6203
▼

Van w/ Lift Available: Wheelchair Access & Group Seating
T

Hours: 6:00 a.m. - Midnight
Monday - Saturday
Service Area: Bowling Green
Please lei driver know how many
persons will be riding.

This service is financed in pan
from an operating assistance grant
from ODOT & FTA.

bo, Jesus walks into a bar ...
Sound like the start of some
joke that you would hear during
a night on the town? For Olivia
Reardon, a bartender at Howard's
Club H on N. Main Street, jokes
like this are usually a reality on a
regular basis.

fetal**
*+*!<&

Rock ond Bo«
from

put-to <*°Y
:t.>:t-o»un

10 & OVER

Reardon has been a bartender for
nearly a year at Howard's and has seen
more than her fair share of odd events.
"One night, a guy came in claiming to be Jesus
Christ." Reardon said. "To prove it, he tried to guess
the names ol the entire staff that was on duty at the
time. When he got everyone's names wrong, he tried
to guess the score of the baseball game we were
watching. By the end of the night, he refused to pay
for his drink and his girlfriend had to come down
and write us a check for $2.50."
Wigged-out wannabe saviors aren't the only

IIII S. MAIN
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Vampire/ cont. from p.5
Rice created new special powers lor her vampires, such as the
ability to read the minds of mortals and to take flight, as well as,
did away with elements of the vampire myth that have been
overused. In Rice's novels, garlic, mirrors, and crosses have no
effect on her vampires.
However, despite the huge success of Rice's "humanvampires, Gingold said there are still those who believe
vampires should be presented as cold, heatless, creatures
who have no conscience, and kill to feed their insatiable
appetite for warm blood. Gingold said Quentin Tarantino is
one filmmaker who is taking the vampire myth back to its
roots with his forthcoming movie, From Dusk Til Dawn.
starring Tarantino, George Clooney, and Tarantino movie
veteran, Harvey Keitel.
"From Dusk Til Dawn is a movie about two criminals
who kidnap a priest and force him to drive them accross the
border into Mexico and end up in a bar full of vampires."
Gingold said. "Unlike Anne Rice's vampires, these creatures
are presented as bloodthirsty monsters."
But for some, reading and watching movies about
vampires is not enough to satisfy their interest in these
undead night creatures. Quentin Dudeck. a freshman education major at the University is putting together a vampire
game for those interested in taking their fascination with vampire
to the next level. In Dudeck's game, players assume the persona of
a vampire in which to interact and battle with other "vampires."
Dudeck, who is currently looking for additional players,
said the basic idea for the game was his, although there are similar
types of games out on the market.
"I heard there is a game out there a lot like mine called
"Vampire: The Masquerade," Dudek said. "However, I believe this
game spans the course of one night, where mine is made to go on
for several weeks."
He said the players build a society of vampires, which are
seperated into different clans, and that is how conflict arises.
Dudeck said he also plans on throwing in some surprises.
'Each week I plan on throwing in new events to keep the
game interesting," Dudeck said. "Vampire hunters, for example,
could be one of the elements I add. I don't want to give it all away,
but I plan on adding things to keep the game intersting, and give
the players' charcters something new to talk about from week to
week."

-iot/ cont from p. 2
vho threw the first punch, but the
lext thing I knew 15 fraternity
>oys were pounding on our feisty
riends. The battle cascaded down
he hall, out the door, and into the
varm and cozy night By the time,
ve made it out there, our feisty
nale friends were bleeding prousely. Our feisty female friend was
'citing out a war cry after smashng a beer bottle on a fratboy
:kuU.
The cops showed up amidst the
lazed yells and staggering gaits.
Questions were asked. Reports
vcre filled. Handcuffs slapped
ind clicked.
In the end, I managed to slur
>ut reasonable and self-serving

Porn/ conl. from p. 3
answers to the officer's questions. A few fraternity boys
were enjoying the the cop car's
fine upholstery. We were left
alone.
The crowning moment came
outside when the Unconcious
Boy, the epicenter of the entire
argument who, I found out later
had told his brothers where we
lived, came up to me and apologized.
AH hail my first weekend
off-campus.

Todd's unbelievably heavy guitar riffs,
Pat's funk-orientated bass, and a fair
amount of sampling from various
sources, melds together perfectly to
form a style of music that you can
dance to or mosh to, depending on
your mood
And for all of you existing PORN
FLAKES fans out there, the wait for
PORN FLAKES first full-length CD is
almost over. The band is in the final
stages of releasing a 13 song CD under
Sin Klub Records. Co-produced and
engineered by Howard Kolb of Social
Decay, this CD will be available within
the next few months at record shops
such as Madhatter here in BG.
But in the meantime, you can go
check out PORN FLAKES tonightat
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the Crobar in Toledo with Section 315
and Chicken Dog , or on October 29 at
the Seagate Center in Toledo with The
Stain, Brutal Juices , Neurosis. and
GWAR (Yes. IH£ GWAR).
Information concerning tonight's
show at the Crobar can be obtained
through the Crobar at (419J531-13U. For
in formation concerning their upcoming show with GWAR. call the Seagate
Center at (419)321-5007, or Ticketmaster
at (419)47+1333. The show with GWAR
is currently scheduled to start at 630
PM, and tickets are $1350.
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SATURDAY AFTERNOON
I 11:30 I 12:00 I 12:30 I 1:00 I 1:30 I 1M I 2:30 I 3:M I 3:3(1 I 4:00 I 4:30 ! S:00 I S:A()
BROADCAST STATIONS
Teenage
To Be
N njs Turtles Announced
Paid
Program

Paid
Program

To Bt Announced

To Bt
Announced

To Bt Announctd

To Bt Announctd

Spotli Show (Live) X

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Succtts Through
Education: Hispanic

Ctsar Chavez Story

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Bugs Bunny College Football Boston College at Michigan State (Live)
ATwetty C
Marcia
• Hams

Burt Wolf a
Menu

Victory
Garden (I.

Frugal
Gourmet!

National Geographic

College Football ri»e Dame al 0' o State. lUve} I

Thia Old
fcmerican
Homttime:
Home (Ft) I Woodshop House
He. Yankee Grilling
Workshops

Makin'
Treckt
Frugal
Gourmet S.

Naturtacane Austin City Limrle (R) (In iGhoatwriter |Ghostwtite'
Sleieo)
|ln Stereo) I uln Sleieo] I
Cucina
Joy of
Jenkina' Art Steam
Victory
Painting
Amort
Workshop
Railroad
(Garden «
Wallace 1
Movie: ... .- 'Voonsmjck "(1987. Comedy) Cher A
Linda End "Nigtil Eyes'' (In Xana: Warrior Princess
Gromit
widowed Brooklyn Doorkeeper falls for her lianct's orotner Stereo) X
Cradle ol Hope" (In Stereo)
Auto Racing Movie: •• "MMMoon S!reel"(l986) Sooumey Weaver American Gladiatore (In
U.S. Cuttomt: Class™*) Slir Trek: Voyager NOT
Sightings (In Slereo)
An economics expert moon lights as a cai gvt m London
Stereo) X
(In Stereo)
Sequitur" (In Sleieo) X
Wallace 1
0.1. Joe:
ActionMan ThieWaekin Major League Baseball Detail Tigers a: Banimore Ono^s F'cnOncle Partial
Coach (In
Fresh Prince Step by Stop
Gromit
Ertreme
(In Sleieo)
Batata*
Camdtn yards (In)
SleitoIX
of Bel-Air I (In Sleieo) X

©

Michigan

Furniture on This Old
Homttime:
the Mend
Haute X
House
Mont: ••• '•Cocoon" (1985. Sennet Fiction) Don
Aroecne Alien pods reiuvenale a group ot Florida retirees

CD
CD
@3

CABLE STATIONS
Kida in the
Saturday Night Lit* Host: Saturday Night Liva Rod
Saturday Night Live Bruce Saturday Night Liva Danny Saturday Night Live Chevy Saturday Night Live Paul
COM Hall
Siewat
Dem, Leon Redbone.
Bill Murray
DeVao.
Chase Steve Martm
Snon, Linda Ronstadi
College Gamtday
PGA GoH Southern Open •■ Third Round From p.ne
Senior PGA GoH: Vantage Championship - Second
Horse Racing Super Derby College
ESPN
Mountain. Ga (Live)
Round. From Clemmons. N.C (Lrve)
XVI (Lrve)
Football
'nside the
HBO NFLiR)"*.
Football
Forecast

sc

Liteslones
Families
Coach Bill
Curry

(It 00) land Swamp
SCI F! of the GianU Thing ST.
Eioaquad X Highlands,
USA

l*ovit:t* lasMcf*v>Hero"(1993. A«dvenlure)Arnagc
move ticket plunges a boy into on-screen acton "PG-13'

Movie: • *'-■ "Adcfamsfaroy Values"
(1993. Comedy) Anfel-ca Huston. PG-13"

Movie: »• *HidmoCrM''{i9e7)JonCryer Athirtyish
stockbroker must pose as a hgh'school stjdent. PG-13'

Cot raaaj Football Lwj>sana State al South Caroina (Lrve)

Equestrian Canadian
Artnes Challenge (R)

Indians
Showcaat

Browns
Showcaat

Dracula
Space 1999
Movit: ** "ShanM^ .974. Comedy) Marcel Marceau A Mwrla:**^Tr'ampiteaiMidrNoW''(l988. Horror) A
deaf-mule seeks revenge on his sister and brother-in-law hypnomt leads a policeman along a corpse- riddled trai
WildCAT.S. klovit: *• ,'TheD«Mppearanceo'Cnl'rslnd"(1993)A
Movte: *Vi 'SnapdragorT(l993) Sieven Bauer. An
Aovie: *** "Sea ot Low"
X
wealthy businessman is accused ol kilting his wile X
amnesiac's nightmares resemble a serial killer's method. (1989. Drama) AlPacno

SATURDAY EVENING
I 7:00 9&LmmmmvwmvRomvx:mwmnim\i*n™KiK\inm\mikTnl

BROADCAST STATIONS

CD

9

NrmtX

CSS News

Making n in Cash
America
Ei plosion

Dr. Ouinn, Medicine
Woman (In Stereo) X

News*

NBC Newt

Enlartainmant Tonight
(I" Slereo} X

JAG "Shadow" (In Stereo) John
Home
X
Larroquette Courts

i 30] College Football
Baywalch "Trapped
Yolre Dame at Oo Slate Beneath the Sea X

sSool

Newtona
But Apple s

Jeff
Foxworthy

Lawrence Welk Show
Rrverboat Show"

Touched by an Angel
"Trus," (in Stereo) X

Outec Limits 'Second
Soul" (In Slereo) X

Sisters "Out ol the
Woods" (In Stereo) X

Saturday Night Livt [Season
Premiere) (In Stereo) I

Maybe This Movie: at*** Xook Who's Taftflg"(l989) An unwed Fresh
TimeS
mother s baby offers a runnrig commentary on Me X Prince

Movie: a**'.* "MuiWc>niheOnenf&eri>ss"(i974. Poldark
Mystery) Albert Finney. ingnd Bergman

;! "Rumpote c* the Sneak
Bailey VT (Part 6 of 6) X Previews

o

Hercultt The
Legendary Journeys X

Seinfeld (in Home
Slereo) X
Improve.

Martin i in
Stereo)X

CD

Ertraordinary

Highlander: The Stria*
'Homeland"

Hitchhike* (In Slereo)

0D

Star Trek: Deep Space
Nowhtr* Man "Paradise Movie: »*• t>fy Hjrry~(197l) Hairy Caliahan uses
Nina "Defiant" (In Stereo) on Your Doorstep" X
unorthodox methods to capture a sniper.

Preston
Episodes

Party ot Five "Ready ot

Sightings (In Stereo)

Outer Limits "Second
Sour (In Stereo) a

Tales From Tales From
the Crypts the Crypts

asrs

&r

Systsm

CAULL STATIONS
Saturday Night Live

ESPN

Saturday Night Live
Chns tverf. EuryUimics

(545)Colltrjt Football Waconsei al Perm State

Saturday Nlgtrt Live
George Wenoi
(LM)X

Austin City Limits (R| |l
Stereo)

Cops
MoM
'Tampa"! Wanted

Saturday Night Livt
Michael Jordan.

Video
Connect.

Empty Ntst Bavwaich
(In Sew) X

Sneak
Previews

©

COM

Blossom
The Tesl'

Movie: **** 'The Best Yea/s of Our/jves"(1946. Drama) Fred'c March
wyma Loy. Dana Andrews. Three war veterans readjust to civilian Me.

Travels In
Europt

Embroidery Lawrenca Welk Show
Studio
Rrverboat Show''

Walker, Teias Rangar
'Deep Cover'' (In Stereo)

(OflAir)
(Oil Air)

Kung Fu: The Legend
Continues Quake X
lomedy Showcase (In
ileieo)

Science Theater Movie •• 'Hat Moon
SlreeT (1986. Drama)

Saturday Nighl Live Tom Saturday Night Live
Hanks
Host GeorgeCartin

College Football Cotoaoo al Olarioma (LrvelK

Movie: tt 'Piua Wan"
1991) But Malier
Sporttctnter

Baseball
Tonight

Movie: t.'i "flaiioFr»i>ni99?)Efc|ariWood T»o
HBO children pan a fanciful escape Irom their slepfather

Movie: •*'■> "Lift*jGams''(l994.Comedy)Asingie Boiing Roy Jones Jr vs .
Movie:.. 'BadGins-(199a.Weslem|
dad coaches a football team comprised ol misfits T^ Thornton. (In Slereo lrve) Jt
Madeeme Stowe. (In Stereo) R X
Football
College Football Calrtorma at Arirona (Live)
Buckeye
From
Pro
Football
Corleje Football Wake
SC Today
Ran
Belmont
Football
Insider
Forest at Virgmia
Ttkvrar (In Stereo) K
Twilight
TalesFtntaay
Worlds
ol
Irvnn
Allen
A
leliospectivc
ol
Ire
Mai Headroom
Twilight
TalesFantasy Worlds of Irwm
scin
Zone re
Derkside
career ot producer-drector Irwm Alien.
'Blrpverts" (in Stereo)
Zones.
Darkside
Allan (R)
500)Movie: *•» "SeaoUcnc"
Weird
Movit: "Star Trek V The Fml Frontier (1989) The
A nor,
Duckman
Movit: ** "Smo*eyandfrieBandrfir(l990)Aarrver
USA 1969. Drama) At Pacmo (In Slereo)
Science X Enterprise crew is kohapped by a rerenade Vulcan
SlerSo) £
(In Sleieo) transports an ekjphar.t Irom Florida lo Teias.

■SUNDAY MORNING

OCTOBER 1,1995

I 5:00 I 5:30 | 6:00 I 6:30 I 7:00 I 7:30

n

WITH

KttiMBraiTiiaTiwiaariirna

BROADCAST STATIONS
(3IX) Homt Shopping
Sryee

W° *vr

NBC News
Nighttide
(Oil Air)

Late Nite Video
140 E. Wooster

Paid
Program

Shop Spret To Be
Announced
Paid
Paid
Program
Program
Community
Close-Up

Better Than
Ever

Dayol
Kenneth Coptland
Discovery Tf

Sunday Morning X

To Be
Announced

Your Mind & Today The Las Vegas Wetto
Body?
Swal Team trams X
Paid
Hour of Power (In Slereo)
Program
X
Barney ft
Sesame Street (R) X
Friends X

Meet the Press X

PaM
Program

(Oft Air)
(Oft Air)

354-5283

.Off Air)
(4 CO) Movie: Three
'Creeping" Musketeers
Head of the
CLi.is •■

It's Your
Business

Dinosaurs
Dinosaurs
A New Leal (In Stereo) 3
Press Box Weekend (R)
Hour of Power I In Steieo)

II

Paid
Program
Magic School Bus

Jack Van
Impt
European
Journal

Kidsongsiim Shining
Barney 4
Puule Place Lamb Chop Mister
Slereo)ft
"ime Station Friends x
(in Stereo) X
Rogers »
Paid
PtM
Jimmy Swaggart
Dragon Ball
James
Program
Program
Kennedy
California
Animal
Biker Mice
Iron Man (In Fantastic
Reality
Dreams
Adventures From Mars Stereo)X
Four
Check
Church ol Today
Double
Skysurter
Street
Double
Dragon
Strike Force Dragon
Sharks

CABLE STATIONS
Paid
COM Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program
(3 00) College Football
Scholastic
ESPN Wisconsin at Penn Stale (Hi Spt.
Rent One Video al regular
price and gel 2nd (or 99c
Ouonn KeoiarM E.CUMa
HWRWUM
Noi valid With Other Offers
Coupon Expifs 12/31,-95
Sor-al No nG3800

Late Nite Video
., An _ ...
.
I Hi) E, WOOStet
«■■
<>%Iak_*%*7RX
ea»a»^^r^a»Fa»»^aaf

Movie: -i'neOam"l1994)Asubtc»arcan
HBO crcaiure has the power
to heal o* destroy
Futbol
MundialiR)
Paid
1CIFI Program

Paid
Program

NFL MatchUp (R)
Movie: floMftVa's"(1993]Amadman
irns a harmless robot mto a dreadnought

On Pit Road American
Previtw(R) Adventurer

Prime Cuts

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Facts of Lrft Paid
USA
Slereo)
Program

s Your
Business

Paid
Program
C-Nei

SC

Benny Hill

Sportseenter (R>

Politically
Incorrect
Inside Sr.
PGA

Stop the
Smoggies!
[Club Golf <RiJKidC1ub<R] On Pft Road
Preview (R;
Paid
Paid
Paid
Program
Program
Program
Superman
tsy Bitsy
Problem
Batman
Spider I
Child 1

70E • ffr^nrWri 29. t99S • f^c tO

Real Estate
Oigest
Coach Gary
Blackney

Toledo Up
From
Feed the
Children

Decorator
Showcase
Martha
Stewafl

Out of
Ireland

Freedom
Speaks

Tony Brown

Barney A
Friends |

Magic

School Bus

Futurt
Quest X

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Space
Strikers

Paid
Program

Wall Street

Jrn.

Space
Strikers

Politically
Incorrect
Inside the
PGA Tour

Auto Racing FIA Formula One ■• European Grand Prix
From Nu'burging Germany (Live)

Sportseenter

Legend ol
White Fang

Movie: t» "Airheads (1994. Comedy)
Brendan Fraser (In Stereo) PG-13' X

Movie: *
Mb Money"
Pro Football
Weekly

Politically
Incorrect

Sports/
Health
Paid
Progrfl-n

Politically
Incorrect

Fantasy
Sports
Mad
Scientist

Teenage
Sonic the
Ninja Turtles Hedgehog

Mysttry Science Theater 3000 Hercules
Agamst me Moon Men" (R)

Final Score

Today's
Sct-Fi Buu
Environment
Highlander

Educating
Peter (Hi X
Football
Forecast
C-Nef
Central (R)
Eiosquad
(in Stereo) X

ns<de Space
'n Slereo)

&**tte*tt&
The world of the undead pe
6 • Swntf&odef 4M0t¥* cfawi
Local bartenders tell

3 •&iout«y Ole.
PORN FLAKES

The great apartment riot of 1992
I'm going to be graduating in May and I'm just
beginning to feel the
perpetual panic of no
longer being a professional student.
Many seniors look back
on their college years and
recall good friends, good
times, good sex. For me,
one truly crazy moment
that stands out in my
memory is our Riot. The
Great Apartment Riot of
1992.
I had just been "evicted"

from the dorms, and after
nestling in my best friend
Bret's basement for a week,
we set out to find an apartment.
It was easy enough. We
found a modest twobedroom furnished apartment on Lehman Avenue.
We didn't have to amass
a portfolio of references, we
didn't have any excrementhappy pets.,
Our parents set us up
with food and foodware. At

the time, our personal
checks were good.
We lived in drunken
peace for two days and two
nights. The third night we
had our first party. We had
local friends as well as
friends from Bret's hometown of Genoa. We had our
kegs and our standard-issue
beer bong. The night was
cozy and warm; perfect for
several hours of vomiting
joyIt was around 9 p.m. The
Time of No Return. Bret
and I were returning from
the store and were walking
up to the apartment.
Lo and behold, what did
we see but an unconcious
man lying in the parking
lotl Passed out, perhaps?
We thought so. until we
saw a thin rivulet of blood
trickling from his mouth..
Being kinda decent
people we considered
picking him up and plopping him on our couchAs we bent to examine
him, perhaps revive him, a
second man came blasting
into our scene.
"Get away from himl
Just leave him alone1" he
exclaimed, waving his arms
at us.
We tried to explain our

matter with their brother's
scenities. Those of us who
angelic intentions, but he
assailant.
knew what was going on
didn't seem to care.
We tried to explain
were trying to reason. Two
We trudged back to our
plain that the offenders had of our feistier female
party and would've forgotleft. However, it became
friends were pushing them
ten the whole thing had we
apparent that these boys
out the door and two of our
not mentioned the incident
did not intend to leave until feistier male friends were
to Bret's Genoa friends.
their many fists were
itching to jump into the
They explained that a
satisfied, whomever the
fray.
group of Genoans were
Unfortuanately, as in any
walking up to our apartment sacrifice might be. I mean,
we had tried to help the kid,
when they encountered the
for chrissakesl
uncontrollable situation, a
unconcious boy. who was
It was an ugly scene.
bomb went off. I'm not sure
quite concious then; until he
They were shouting obuttered a few epithets, and
See riol/p. 8
one of the Genoans floored
him with one punch. Well,
we weren't too worried. The
volatile Genoans had fled
the scene and, considering
what was to come, would
EDITORS:
not have been welcome if
Melissa Lipowski - editor
they had returned.
Aaron Epple - Asst. Editor
Well, it so happened that
STAFF WRITERS:
Mr. Unconcious Boy beRyan Honeyman
longed to a fraternity. And
Janet Oyen
you can bet that if you
Mathew Krajewski
assault a fraternity boy, his
Penny Brown
brothers will be seeking
violent retribution.
Lindsey Krout
Before I go on, a philoAaron Weisbord
sophical question: Why is it
PRODUCTION:
that fraternity boys have to
Karen Klaehn
assemble a 50-brother mob
Colleen Casey
in order to beat the crap out
Vicki Heckman
of two people?
That's what I was wonEd Reed
dering when I responded to Weekend Re.ility s i ublished weekly during the academic school
yi ,i1 90S Any re| reduction of contents is strictly prohibited,
a heated knock on our door Please address .my c omments
or concerns to Weekend Reality,
/Vest
Hall. Kowim " Green, OH 43402 or reality @bgnet.bgsu.edu
to discover 15 or so fratboys
(419)372-6967.
demanding to "discuss" the

7UJZ • Scfitemttx 29. /99S • fu*9c 2

WEEKENi

IEALITY

TUESDAY EVENING

OCTOBER 3,1995
6:30 I 7:0ft I 7:30 8:00 I X:W\ 9:00 19:30 I 10:00 I 10:30 I 11:00 I 11:30 I 12:0OTT2:30

BROADCAST STATIONS
Wheel ol
fortune ''•

(D

Ent
Tonighl

©

ABC World Cops
News
Practical
Purposes

Business
Report

MacNeil Lehrer
Newshour •'

Jeopardy!

The Client D-ve He

Movie: 'Stolen'™ocence'|i995)T-aceyGc*J A
leen runaway Iw mo the arrrs o' a sinister ir^/cker

News I

Hard Copy Major League Baseball Ptayofli Ovisonai Bou°d Ga"« I •■ Teamslo Be
wnne
■ ■

Most
Wanted

Hudson
Street '

Murder >-e

....

Home
improve

- •;■■■

. . |

M-A-S'H

Late Show Hn Stereo} «

Late Late
Show ::

Tonight Show in $•*«--

ate Night
i- .....

;; Rush
Limbaugh

Nightl ne -

MacNeiL'Lehrer
Newshour "

American Promise ■'

Web of Life Exploring Biodiversity P ih Stereo,

EastEnders Charlie Rose

(OH Air)

Frugal
Gourmet

American Premise ".
S'e'eo) (Pad 3 cl 3) X

WebotLile; Exploring Biodiversity -; 'If Stereoi

Being
Served

Instructional

Wild
America -

M^ned
Movie: LeQjcyJ?I
, '■
.Star Trek: The Next
* —ung man seeks ihe truth about his father s death Generation [hi Stereo) ■ With

home
Improve.
Ccjnlr.
Dinosaurs
Music USA (In Stccoi

Highway
Patrol

Simpsons

Home
prove.

Home
Improve

Politically
Incorrect

Kids In the
Hall

Dr Kali,
Therapist

Women s Pro Beach
Volleyball

Water SkiingAWSA US Gymnastics Wcmeri', World Team
Trials From Austin Texas
Open FromChcago

Deadly Games !••:■
Camp Counselor Pan: i

Live Shot lower rg

Deadly Games The
Camp Counselor Pan:

Live Shot rowecng
iMernos'dnStertofo

Press Boi

Bush
Limbaugh

Charlie Rose il" Sfce

right Court Stephanie Miller Ste'Ki

Stephanie M<Her [In
SieJeoi

Pa-d
Program

Married..
With

Stephanie
Miller

Star Trek The Ne>t
Generation Re.-:- 1

CABLE STATIONS
Stand-Up.
COM Stand-Up
ESPN

Up Close

Whose
Line?
Sportsc enter

Saturday Night Live I >e Politically
Comedy
Incorrect
Product R) [Perry

Kids in the
Hall

Sportscenier '

MysterysScience Theater

»?

Baseball
Tonighl

Movie **', l'rf(eGianrs"(i994.Comecfy|Av''qi' ComedyHour B.u
oad coaches a loofbali leam comprised of rr '.'is v(> Matte. SnuialSlRid

Movie *#', -Y'VtaaLou"('993
Drara] Angel Aviies (In S'er.: fl

From
Belmonl

SporlswritersonTV

English League Soccer .Basketball Hoop-I
Highlights <R'

Series
Game

TalesDarkslde

Quantum Leap (in
Stereo)«.

Movie: tee* 'frankensre>n"(l93t.
Horror) Boris Karlott. Co*n Clrve X

Twilight
Zone "

Renegade Moody Rive'' Winqs I* >.■ Wmqs
USA (In Stereo) I
BanfOck1

Murder. She Wrote
Funeral at 5Q-M"te I

Boung MCvifi Foster vs Jimmy Thunder (Lrve) JC

WEDNESDAY EVENING

OCTOBER 4,1995

Movie: •** 'Barman"(1989) Mchael Keaton The
HBO caped crusade vows lo fid Got'''am City ol the Joker
Buckeye
Race

sc

Si. Million Dollar Man
SCIFI "Death Prcoe'

Twilight
Zone (t

One Step
Beyond

Wings (In
Stereo) TT.

Motorcycle
Racing
f% tern
tor"

ndians'
Club

Piece ol the Sports
Showcase
Game

Wings ■

Quantum Leap Kiilm
T«ne - June 18 1958" X

FAST, FREE
DELIVERY*

Quantum Leap
Stereoj V

—IBlllhlBBlll'||B^«lilM^*KllM».HI.IMW.t»1IM^HIllM^.mUM«IIHII«BII«llMBlHIII«BIK1l«»r*<l.l«Br«»1l»l
BROADCAST STATIONS

CD
CB

©
S.
©
S3
CD

CBS News

Wheel ol
fortuneX

Jeopardy'

Country Music Association Awards From Grand Ce Opry House honoring
country mus< s best Host VmceGiH (In Stereo Lrve).w

News tr:

Late Show (in Stereo) .IT

News"

NBCNf*s

Ent.
Tonight

Hard Copy
C

Major League Baseball Playoffs Ow.sicnai Roird Ga'ne 2 ■- Teams to Be
Announced (L<ve) X

MMMII

roniqht Show I.'i«. s' ow Late Nigr-i
hosi Regs Philbm K
(In Slereo)

lews

ABC World :ops Rn
News
Slereo) ff

Most
Wanted

Ellen '■
Stereo)w

t-A'S'H I

lush
Limbaugh

U

Business
Report

News I

Purposes

UacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour ■

Drew Carey Grace
(In Stereo) Under Fire

Truth «

Flying Vel (in Stereai «

:uban Missile Crisis: At TechnoPol- Charlie Rote (In Stereo i
the Brink ifi) X
tics

(Oft Air)

Flying Vet (In Stereo) I

T-Bali. Nat llHome Team Being
Pasttime 1
Served

Study Jam

Frugal
Gourmet M

T-BaH Natl Scientific American
Frontiers Wild West\«
Pasltime

Home
Improve.

Simpsons
nfte'.

Seinfeld

Coach '

Country
Dinosaurs
Music OSA n S'' ■■

Highway
Patrol

LAPD

Beverly Hills 90210
Party of Five > ■
LweALea ' (In S'eteoi Stereo) X

Sia~f Trek: The Ne«t
Generation "Homeward"

Uacied.
With

Press Boi [Rush
Limbaugh

Stephanie Miller (in

Uovw •• 'Sun--7?t,rSl.>jji"|i9B7. Comedy) A hig!-,- tows
school gym eislrucior if ies lo sweat oul thp summer

Roseanne
"i Ste'co)

Ho'til'
Improve

Home
Improve.

Stand-Up.
COM Stand-Up

Whose
Line?

'Politically
Incorrect

,
Kids m the Movie • ^recrfA."e "M989)JohnCanrJy zany
Hall
dfrvescompete nacoasl-locoastautomoo*race

Jp Close

PBA Bowling l ' r ■;
Ir.dianapohs TLive)
p

Sportscenier

Educating Movie; •• Mxvn0"(19O3 Comedy)
HBO Peter (R!Tf Shane McDermott (In Stereo) PC' K
SC

Tonrie

Buckeye
Race

Sn Million Dollar Man
SCIFI Danny's Inlerno

S9

Saturday Night Live
M.-" A:. rb-.liTA-

Gymnastics Men's World Team Trials
From Austn Teias

Movie: •• A'ni\ica"(i994.Comedy) Assassins
Brendan Fraser (lnSte«eo( PG-1J.C First Look

Dream On
lln S'ereo)

Larry
Sanders ■

Kids m Ihe
Hall

Sportscenier

Mystery Science Theater
3dO0(Ffi
BasebaH
Tonighl

Auto
Racing

TalesDarkside

GuaniumLeapiin
Stereo) X

Wir.qs ■
Stereoi."

Murder. She Wrote
Movie: ■NtfinVjfc-i H995)P«rceBr(rtnan Specia' Wings
"Widow. Weep for Me" X agents must retrieve a p<ceiess MkHi pa ntmg X

I*, iqiil
Zone1

Indians*
Club

Auto Racing NASCARi.v.7-::'."-!

TaiesDarkside

Quantum Leap (in
Stereo) S.

Winqs 1

Quantum Leap (in
Slereo 1 ft

sEthvk

OCTOBER 5,1995
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BROADCAST STATIONS
CBS News

Wheel of !
Fortune '

Jeopardy!

Murder She Wrote Rie New York News lu
,i Junction X

Ne»s I

NBC News

Ent.
Tonight

Hard Copy

Friends J

^ews

ABC World Cops
News

All
Purposes

Business
Report

<D News »

©

Single Guy Seinfeld (hi Caroline <n ■R OoOn->.TellchOne.
Sweo)« the City H K.aOne'iinSieteolS"
Uonroes E'riiscn
Conlror (In Stereo)«

Late Show---..' • :
redfl

Nm «:

Tonight Show (h Sie'eL) Lale Night
n Stereo)

Late Lale
Show X

Turning Point."

M'A'S'H:« Rush
Limbaugh

Wild
America !'

WolorWeek Myslery! GaSowglass"
(In Stereo;

^nguage of Life [R] (h
Stc-'co) X

Coach Gary Charlie Rose (In Stereo)
Blachney

(OH Air)

m
m

UacNeiiAehrer
Newshour

Frugal
Gourmet

iViid
America "

This Old
House 1

ta- AeiShop

Mystery! "Gaiiowgiass

Waiting for My
God
Husband

Being
Served

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

(ON All)

Homo
Improve

) mwoni
Jn Sle'eo)

Seinfeld

Coach ih
Stereo)!"

Living
Single 3

Crew (in
Ste'eo) X

rJeft VorkUndercovei
0jsierandCiau*a X

Slar Irtk TheNexl
Generation Sue Rosa"

Harned...
With

Niohl Court Stephanie Miller (In
(Part 2 of 3) Siereci

CD
©

Country
dinosaurs
Music USA (In Slereo)

SB"

UPD (hi

Sereol "

Renegade ','.M W.riv.i Lonesome Dove: The
lln Stereo)
Outlaw Vears

Press Box

Slephanie Miller In
Stereo)

Simpsons

Home
improve

Hdme
improve.

Movie: Siar Jrek HI The Search for Seock'' (1984)
Kirk battles Kimgons t\ his quest lor his old friend

News

Married-.
With

Slar Trek: The Next
Generation <■'-

Kids in Ihe
Hall

Out There [Rj

Saturday Niohl Live PII
Mu«ay

Politically
Incorrect

Kids in Ihe
Hall

Weekend
Kickotf

College Football Miuttppl Stale at Auburn ilrve) .Tf

Slereo] x

Roseanne
(In Slereo)

Charlie Grace HvKd

News il

MacNeitLeh rer
Newshour "

Q)
ffi

Most
Wanted

|48 Hours m Stereo) .K

Rush
Limbaugh

Toppings only itiW each

Tales From Movie •', Mtr« Vvoi" ■' 994
Ihe Crypt It Comedy: MelareCrtwfn TG-ITZ

Twilight
Zone 3

THURSDAY EVENING

Paid
Program

Politically
Incorrect

Auto Racing NASCAR ?r-.:rtsman ICO From
Series
Chaste Motor Speedway from Cnanoiie. N C (Live) Game
One Step
Beyond

Press Box

Star Trek: The Next
Slephanie
Generation Redemption" Miller

Basketball Hoop-lt-Up
(Ft)

Movie: t»t '7heMtjr?ir;v"(1932.
Horror) Boris KarlcN Zta Johann

^ighi Court Stephanie Miller (In
(Pan 1 ol 3) Slereo)

Harried..
With

Game Time From
Beknont

Renegade Vanishes" (in Wings U"
USA StoreoTs

;harhe Rose (In Slereo)

Movie **• 'Frankenstein (i993)Pat'ckBergin A
!'".ir' e' st creates lite m the laboratory

«?* .Simpsons
W j.msW'f

ESPN

NightlineJt Used Cars

Scientific American
Frontiers Wild Wost" X

WacNeU/Lehrer
Newshour ft

,-

'rimetime Live X

Late Late
ShowK

Nighllme 1 Used Cars

Press Box

Paid
Program
Stephanie
Milfer

353-5711
BEST Tasting
Pizza in Town
Money Back
GUARANTEE!
ADD AW
ORDER OF
BREADSTIX
I 'OR II SI

CABLE STATIONS
Stand-Up.
COM Stand-Up
ESPN

Up Close

Whose
Line7

Politically
Incorrect

Sportscenier

(4-151 Movie: *•'; Wvdff farp'" 11994. Movie: tt'i "ConprVJcfs"(l993.
HBO Wesiern) Kevi Costner PG-13 ft
Comedy) Dan Aykroyd PG ft
SC

Tonrie

Buckeye
Race

From
Belmonl

Out There 1 (R)

Movie: 'TheImmortals'i 1995. Drama) trie Roberts
Termmaty ' cnmnals lackie a mob kngpm s empire

10th Frame NHL Preview Player nterwews and learn capsules as Uolonpofls How |R|
ihe NHL season approaches

Six Million Dollar Man
SCIFI "The Fires of Hed"

Fantasy Worlds ol Irwin Allen A reirospecirve ol the Movie: »»»• 'Thelnvis*ieVan
career o* producer-director Irwn Allen (R)
(1933. Soence Felon) Claude Flans

Renegade'FiT.hr i-9
USA Cage T

Wings (In
Stereo) ft

Wings (In
Stereo)!

Movie: •» "Death Tran (19931 Pierce Brosnan An
anii-lerronsl leam lumps a hijacxed Soviet Iran ft

One Step
Beyond

iVorid Wrestling
c
edsration Raw J,

Mystery Science Theater
Jifoo •

Sportscenter if

Baseball
Tonighl

Inside the NFL (R| (h
Slereo) 1

Powerboat
Racing

Movie: •*'; "Ttfnecop
(1994. Science FcbonVR'

This Week in NASCAR
FromCharlotle.N.C.

OnPil
Road .

Basketball
Hoop-ll-Up

Fantasy Worlds ol Irwin Allen A reuospectivc .' the
career ol producer-director Irwin Allen (R)
rVlngs (In
Slereo) S

*inos (In
Slereol I

Forever Knight OuisW
the Lines'' (In Stereo) 3E

7VK • Sc/Uem4cx S9, 1995 • /toft IS

•Hours or delivery 4pnt- 10pm weeknights,
4pm -lam weekends.

Located in the Foodcourt at Kroger
1096 N. Main St.

